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An international dining extravaganza
From Morocco to Italy to India, Taste of the World sees York, Wells Central, Hilltop serving dishes from around the world
By Cameron Paquette
For The Maine Campus

The University of Maine’s
annual Taste of the World event
was held March 27, giving students the chance to sample different flavors and learn about
the cultures the cuisines came
from. Each residence dining hall
featured foods from a different
part of the world: York featured
Indian, Wells Central served
Moroccan and Hilltop dished out
Italian.
In 2005, the then-ailing Taste
of America program was replaced by Taste of the World in
an attempt to broaden students’
palates and minds. Every year,
each dining hall on campus decides to feature a different culture.
“We try to break down the
borders and let the students taste
the world,” said Glenn Taylor,
UMaine’s culinary director, who
oversees the operation of the dining halls.
Taylor oversees dining hall
operations. He relishes the opportunity to show students different culinary tastes. Every
year, he and UMaine’s executive
sous chef, David Noonan, attend the Culinary Conference at
the University of Massachusetts,
along with chefs from around the
world. It is here that they pick up
various techniques that different cultures use when preparing
dishes. This is only part of a yearlong process, which involves extensive research into the cultures
that are chosen to be represented
in an attempt to create the most
authentic experience possible.
“It’s a step-by-step process,”
Noonan said. “We try to make it
as authentic as possible and bring
the students something they’ve
never had before.”
Each dining hall had two trial
runs while students were away
for winter and spring break.

These trial runs involved serving the dishes to up to 75 gathered campus employees. The
purpose of this is to make sure
that the recipes could be massproduced while retaining their
authentic flavor.
“If a Moroccan student tries
any of the food [in Wells], I
want him to think it’s authentic,” Noonan said.
Changes weren’t limited
to the menu; each dining hall
took extra steps to create an
atmosphere to represent their
respective culture. Wells featured a replica of a Moroccan
farmers market, with spices and
vegetables that were all used in
the actual recipes. York was decorated with Indian celebratory
tapestries, as well as a number of
props from UMaine’s theatre department; Indian pop music was
also heard throughout the building. This year, York has entered
into the running to receive an
award from the National Associ-
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ation of College and University
food services for special events.
Susan Pond, who acts as the
dining-service manager at York,
was very excited to host the
event.
“This is my last event, and
I wanted it to be more than just
about the food this time,” Pond
said.
To make sure that everything

was perfect, Pond enlisted the
help of Sugandha Shankar, an
Indian graduate student who is
pursuing her Ph.D. at UMaine
after graduating from college in
India.
“It’s pretty awesome,” Shankar said of the redesigned hall
and menu. “They did a good
job.”
Pond considers Shankar’s in-

put essential to portraying Indian
culture accurately.
“This is the first time I’ve contacted a student for something
like this,” Pond said of Shankar.
“She educated us.”
The attention to detail was
evident. The lamb stew at York
was a South Indian dish with a
bold spicy flavor that was very
distinct; the mango apricot

Left: An assortment of spices
filled Wells dining with the
aroma similar to that found in a
Moroccan restaurant.
Middle: Trays of Moroccan
food lined the counters of Wells
during their international dinner
Wednesday night.
right: Candra Glenn (left) gets
a Henna tattoo by Hiria Hashmi
in the York Dining Hall Wednesday night.
Bottom: York Dining Hall was
adorned with lanterns and
drapes to decorate it to look like
India.

chicken served at Wells also had
a distinct, tangy flavor; and students enjoyed the diverse flavors
on hand, with many praising the
spiciness of the Indian food in
particular.
In the next few months, research will begin again as the
dining halls prepare for the festivities featured at next year’s
Taste of the World.

UMSG denies Class of 2013 funds for gift
By Liam Nee
Staff Reporter

During their March 26
meeting, the University of
Maine General Student Senate announced Sen. William
“Nick” Smith, a third-year
business management student,
as the new vice president for
student organizations. Smith
is replacing current VPSO
Sarah Porter, who is graduating this spring.
The position change will
officially take place when
Porter completes her undergraduate career this May.
Smith also announced he
would be stepping down from
his position as GSS Sergeant
at Arms.
Funding help for Class of
2013 gift voted down
After over 30 minutes of
debate — not including the
time it took to introduce the
resolution — GSS rejected a
request from the Class Council
of 2013 for $1,500 for “Glass
Supplies & Labor” to help
fund the senior class gift.

The proposed gift is a
stained glass window inside
the Memorial Union, which
is expected to cost around
$5,500 in total. The proposed
location is near the entrance
to the bridge to the North
Pod, opposite the frozen yogurt bar Going Bananas! The
artwork, designed by former
UMSG, Inc. president Chris
Protzmann, was revealed in a
PowerPoint slideshow during
the March 26 meeting. The
council’s goal is to have the
project done by graduation in
May.
Class Council of 2013
President Paige Eggleston
spoke on behalf of the resolution. Eggleston stated that the
council was approaching GSS
for funding to get money to
the project’s employed glassmaker as soon as possible.
Eggleston assured senators
that the request didn’t come
due to lack of timing, but because some crucial information surrounding the project
wasn’t known until recently.
Sen. Alicia Bolduc began
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the debate period by reminding GSS members of a similar situation last year, when a
hot debate followed the Class
Council of 2012 request for
help in funding a class gift
project.
“Student
Government
shouldn’t be funding class
gifts with money given by
all classes,” Bolduc said. “If
you plan on giving back to the
school with a gift, either raise
enough money now or give
back when you have enough
money to do so later on down
the road.”
Sen. Ryan Hall also commented, saying, “This is not
our responsibility. Fulfilling
our role to make the university a better place, I’m all for
that, but to an extent.”
Sen. Lee Jackson moved
the previous question, after an
extended amount of discussion, and the vote failed.
Later, during special orders
and announcements, Senior
Sen. Eggleston was still disappointed with the outcome
of the resolution.

“Great debate guys, but
I’ve never been so immensely
discouraged,” Eggleston said.
“You guys passed a resolution
in 2 1/2 minutes after ours that
was two-thirds [the amount]
of our request. I’m not comparing groups but … I am.”
The Class Council of 2012
ended up receiving $1,985 for
their gift, $485 more than the
requested amount from the
Class Council of 2013.
Other contributions for
the class gift expected by the
Class Council of 2013 include
$5,000 in fundraising, $1,200
from alumni mentor classes,
$800 in class funds and $500
from Student Affairs.
Buttarazzi report from
UMS Board of Trustees
According to Sen. Colin
Buttarazzi’s report from the
University of Maine System
Board of Trustees’ most recent meeting in Augusta, the
system has revamped background-screening standards
for employees and wants to
improve the number of stu-
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dents studying computer science and information technology.
Sen.
Buttarazzi
says
the UMS recently realized
they’ve been doing employment background-screening
checks through different capacities at different schools.
Now the system has made a
standard and has also heightened extensive regulations for
employers who have access
to lots of power over where
money is spent.
The system also said it
wants to double the number of
students in the computer science and information technology programs. According to
the Board, it is projected that
only 30 percent of jobs will be
filled in that field within the
next couple of years, equating
to many job vacancies.
A new campaign, called
Project>Login, will be used
to attempt to accomplish this
goal. Project>Login is a program of Educate Maine, a
business-led organization created through the merger of
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the Maine Coalition for Excellence in Education and the
Maine Compact for Higher
Education in 2011.
Project>Login will allow
students to learn more about
the field and create networks
with fellow students and future employers.
Also from the report, the
Board of Trustees is still
working on a way to equalize courses in order to make
transferring within the system
much easier, capital projects
increased allocated funds toward the Memorial Gym’s
remodeling for interior and
exterior paint, and Faculty
Senate president Harlan Onsrud and Continuing and Distance Education Director Jeffrey St. John are working on a
way to offer online evaluation
forms at the end of the semester instead of bubble sheets.
Partners for World Health
wins Club of the Month, 11
others give presentations
See UMSG on A2
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With the two-week-long
spring break came many service trips and conference attendances for several organizations on campus. According
to the meeting’s agenda, a
total of 15 presentations were
planned, but four clubs’ representatives were absent.
Partners for World Health
was named Club of the Month
for February. Co-founder and
co-president Ellie D’Urso
spoke on behalf of the group,
extending thanks to VPSO
Porter and the rest of the GSS
for their generosity.
Partners for World Health
recently received preliminary
recognition in December.
Its work includes collecting unused medical supplies
— usually disposed of due
to government regulations
— and re-organizing them to
resourcefully help third-world
countries.
African Student Association presented on its trip to
the Harvard Development
Conference at Harvard Law
School and the Sheraton Commander Hotel in Cambridge,
Mass. from March 8-9.
The association’s vice president spoke about the conference, titled “Visible Change
in Africa: One Innovation at
a Time,” saying the group of
UMaine students that attended were able to ask questions
and learn how the continent of
Africa is developing.
The Alpine Ski Team presented on its 2012-13 ski sea-

son, which spanned from December to February. The club
president said the season was
cut short for two reasons: the
team was short on funding,
and he wanted to keep interest for next year by ending
soon so the season didn’t feel
“dragged out” like last year’s.
According to the club
president, most of the team
fell sick mid-way through the
season, but skiers who made
it healthy to the end had successful seasons.
Alternative Spring Break
presented on its eight service
trips to various regions, including Georgia, Florida and
New Orleans. Sens. Paige
Eggleston and Morgan Kinney spoke on behalf of the
club, thanking the GSS for its
generous funding.
Engineers Without Borders
presented on its service trip
to Dulce Vivir, a community
located in the western mountainous region of Honduras.
Organization treasurer and
project leader Derek Rothenheber spoke on behalf of
EWB, explaining what the
students did and sharing a few
facts about the community’s
current health risks.
“This was a maintenance
trip, teaching residents how
to sustain a properly working septic system,” Rothenheber said. “We also collected
water quality data and found
they were drinking and washing with contaminated water,
which is unfortunately expected, most times, in countries like this.”
According to Rothenheber,
U.S. regulations deem water
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“contaminated” when there
is any measurement coliform
present in 100 milliliters of
water. In Honduras, on average, there are 50 coliforms
present for every 1 milliliter
of water.
The group is unsure whether they will be able to continue the service trip next year
because International SOS
recently updated its security
risks, saying Honduras is no
longer safe to travel to.
The Equestrian Team presented on its three Intercollegiate Horse Show Association
competitions: two were in
Vermont and one was in New
Hampshire.
According to club captain Megan Story, every team
member ribboned at least
once, and no show-team members will graduate this spring.
“Our team has definitely
become a lot more serious,”
Story said. “Hopefully we
can continue to increase the
intensity of our training and
become more successful.”
The Intramural Sports
Council presented on its trip
to the National IntramuralRecreational Sports Association in Las Vegas March 4-7.
Organization
president
Brandon Hall says the conference provided a lot of advice
to help make UMaine’s intramural system grow.
“We got a lot out of [the
trip] and we plan on bring
back lots of info to help our
program,” Hall said. “This
includes things like making
Facebook and Twitter pages,
using IM League for scheduling services and also Ustream

to broadcast live events.”
Hall, along with the organization’s vice president, were
able to see the Hoover Dam —
a structure designed by 1905
UMaine engineering alumnus
Frank Crowe — while visiting
the Las Vegas area.
The Nordic Ski Club presented on its 2012-13 ski season. According to the club’s
speaking representative, the
season was lackluster due to
a late season of snow — the
team was only able to attend
one event.
UMaine’s R.E.A.C.H. —
Respect, Education, Action,
Hope Community — presented on its service trips to
Nicaragua and Costa Rica
from March 3 to 17. The service trips to Nicaragua were
humanitarian-based while the
ones in Costa Rica involved
organic farming.
Club president Keegan
Burdette, who attended the
trip to Nicaragua, thanked the
GSS and briefly described her
experiences.
“We helped with a halfway
house for women who were
pregnant, which was fullyfunded by [the United Nations
Children’s Fund], not the government,” Burdette said. “One
woman walked three miles to
get there.”
The group also worked
with Nicaragua’s Department
of Health during the second
week, walking door-to-door
in certain communities to help
victims of poor health.
Students of the University
of Maine in Technical Theater presented on its trip to
the United States Institute for
Theatre Technology Annual
Conference & Stage Expo in
Milwaukee March 20-23.
According to club president
Kaleigh Knights, who spoke
alongside the club’s vice
president and treasurer, seven
students attended the conference, which was more than
the overall total the club’s had
in past years.
Men’s and women’s Ultimate Frisbee clubs presented
separately on their trips to
Disc-iple Sports’ 2013 High
Tide Ultimate Tournament in

Brunswick, Ga.
The men’s club improved
their overall tournament performance record to 3-4, compared to last year’s 1-6, and
also beat several teams they
lost to last year.
The women’s club wasn’t
expecting to do as well as
they did, playing in their firstever High Tide Ultimate Tournament. The club entered the
competition seeded last, made
the top level after going 3-0,
and secured a spot in tournament play after going 3-0
once again. The club had an
early exit after losing its first
game.
UMaine Nursing International presented on its service-learning trip in Belize.
The club traveled down to
the Central American country to deliver medicines and
supplies, which were mainly
given to UMaine Nursing
International by February’s
Club of the Month, Partners
for World Health.
OrgSync representative
speaks
The
fast-approaching
implementation of OrgSync
became much more real after a representative from the
campus engagement network,
based in Texas, spoke to the
GSS.
Suneera
Kompelli,
UMaine’s new OrgSync Campus Consultant, spoke briefly
about the company and took
questions from anyone in the
room.
“[OrgSync] is an online network for the overall UMaine
community,” Kompelli said.
“Portals will provide tools,
forms, calendar sharing and
video for clubs. It also keeps
things paperless.”
According to Kompelli,
400 campuses nationwide use
OrgSync.
Miscellaneous news
The Wilde-Stein Alliance
for Sexual Diversity’s request
for $1,000 was approved by
the GSS. The funds will be
used for Pride Week Rainbow
Rave during Wilde Stein’s annual Pride Week April 8-13,

which includes DJ LGBT who
has been featured at Coachella.
A resolution to update the
financial policies, proposed
by Vice President for Financial Affairs Raymond Updyke
was approved by the GSS.
Updyke condensed the policies from 19 pages to 12. The
summarized changes include:
aggregating
policies
for
board, community associations and clubs into one section, defining responsibility
for long-distance calling and
stating that any board, community association and club
may receive monies from the
university.
A main motion was approved by the GSS, asking to
favor a group of students traveling to Washington, D.C., to
lobby for the passing of the
Collegiate Housing and Infrastructure Act. The act would
essentially allow for more
charitable and grant donations
to help improve off-campus
university housing, which
would include fraternity and
sorority houses, and to elevate
safety checks and regulations.
The fact that 73.1 percent of
students at UMaine live in
non-University-owned, notfor-profit housing was argued
as a big reason to support the
act.
According to Legal Services Liaison Sen. Caleb Shortt,
Undergraduate Student Legal
Aid Sean O’Mara has seen a
400 percent increase in student
consulting. The most common
issues have been with copyright cases, especially through
the art department.
During executive reports,
Vice President for Student
Entertainment Sarah Goode
said a second bus had been
planned to bring students
to the Macklemore & Ryan
Lewis with special guest Iggy
Azalea concert at Colby College on April 12. As of March
26, only 20 spots were left.
Vice President Sam Helmke
couldn’t help but make a pun
after it was announced the
second bus would be school
bus.
“It’s much more ‘thrifty.’”

University of Maine Briefs

M

Maine Peace Action
Committee to host teach
in
The
University
of
Maine Peace Action Committee and the Justice Center of Eastern Maine will
host a teach-in in the Bangor Room of the Memorial
Union, called “Budget For
All — Why Not?”
Keynote speakers Dr.
Margaret Flowers and
Kevin Zeese will be attending. There will also
be panel discussions on a
number of topics, including student debt, politics
and the environment.
The event is free and refreshments will be served.
It is scheduled from 12:30
to 5 p.m.
Dodgeball
tourney
to benefit Crossroads
Ministries Food Pantry
Those looking to help
a great cause and have a
great time doing it should
grab a few friends and participate in The Hurt Locker Dodgeball Tournament
sponsored by CRU. Teams
of seven participants can
register for a mere $1 per
person to throw their hat
into the ring on Sat., April
6 from 1 to 4 p.m. at the
New Balance Student Rec.
Center.
Stop by the Dodgeball table in the Memorial
Union to register or sign
up online at http://sites.
google.com/a/maine.edu/
hurtlocker.

Enjoy
traditional
desserts with the German Club
The German Club will
be providing the opportunity to learn about the culture of German-speaking
countries and enjoy some
of their tastiest, madefrom-scratch desserts in
The Coe Room in the Memorial Union on Thurs.,
April 18 and Fri, April
19, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
both days. Whether you
are looking for something
light or a rich, creamy
treat, there will be a dish to
satisfy your sweet tooth.
Fall into a trance at
first annual hypnotist
show
Alpha Phi is bringing
a unique event to campus
for hopefully the first of
many times: Hypnotist
Frank Santos will lull attendees through the power
of persuasion in the Donald P. Corbett Business
Building, Room 100 on
Tues., April 2 at 6:30 p.m.
The event is absolutely
free wth a MaineCard or
$5 without one, although
donations are appreciated
as the proceeds will go
to benefit the Alpha Phi
Foundation.
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Students make mugs for Art and Empathy
By Jesse Scardina
Editor in Chief

How much attention do you
pay to the mug when you grab
for your morning cup of coffee?
Probably not much, especially
if it’s in the morning, before
you’re able to get said cup of
coffee.
But what if each time you
went for the mug you were reminded of helping the environment, helping enthusiastic children learn or even just helping
out a giving college student.
If you purchase a mug made
by the members of University
of Maine art professor Connie
Albertson’s AED 474 class, you
will be reminded that you are
assisting an effort, titled Art and
Empathy. The class is required
for art education students. For
the class, students pick a nonprofit organization and see what
they can do with their artwork
to help it out.
“It provides a community
service experience for the students so that their hands on
projects may not occur in a formal institute of learning,” Albertson said. “They have to work
with the community — the idea
is that you collaborate with the
community and find out what
their needs are and how art can
be relevant.
“There’s always a servicelearning project involved in this
course,” Albertson continued.
“This year I decided what the
students needed to know was
how to conduct a service-learning project, more than just going out and just teaching art.
This course has been mostly
dedicated to actually learning
the process.”
After talking over a number of local non-profit organizations, the class decided on
Hirundo Wildlife Refuge, which
works to preserve 2,400 acres
of wetlands throughout Maine
while also providing research,
outreach and education to surrounding communities.
“I think, when we chose
Hirundo as our organization, the
spotlight ended up being on the
empathy toward environmental
sustainability,” said Nicole McGwigan, a third-year art education student. “That’s the type of
thing Hirundo stands for, but
they haven’t had that sort of exposure.”
“The part that we’re most
interested in is how Hirundo
works with the surrounding
schools and [that they] have different educational programs,”
said Elizabeth Miller, a senior
art education student. “We’re
focusing on what they need for
documenting [wildlife]. Our
goal is to help them with their
programs that help educate
kids.”
To do that, Miller, McGwigan, Albertson, and art education students Hannah Berta
and Abby LeBlanc are selling
ceramic mugs for $10. They
hope to sell hundreds in April to
raise money for Hirundo.
“It’s putting a lot of meaning
into the form and function of a
mug,” Miller said. “This project
is an example to work in this
medium in a different way. It’s

“It provides a community service
experience for the students so that
their hands on projects may not
occur in a formal institute of learning.”
Connie Albertson
University of Maine art professor

From top left, going clockwise:
1) Students in AED 474 Art and Empathy work on smoothing out mugs to sell to benefit Hirundo, a wildlife refuge non-proft organization. (Courtesy AED 474)
2) AED 474 students Elizabeth Miller (left) and Hannah Berta (right) work on applying a base coat to decorate their mugs. (Courtesy AED474)
3) A collection of the mugs for sale from AED 474 Art and Empathy. The mugs will be on sale in the Union throughout April for $10. (Jesse Scardina)
4) Elizabeth Miller shows off a couple of the mugs she has worked on for Hirundo Wildlife Refuge. (Jesse Scardina)
5) An up-close picture of a completed mug, which takes precisely 2 hours and 47 minutes, according to professor Connie Albertson. (Courtesy AED 474)
6) Abby LeBlanc looks over one of her finished mugs. (Jesse Scardina)

one of the main things we’ve
focused on and learned about in
art education is that we needed
to go in with our arms up and
fight for this cause. We’ve been
learning all these ways to make
meaning out of art, make it useful — more than just something
aesthetically pleasing to put on
a wall.”
The money raised will go
to help Hirundo with tracking
and recording wildlife, and it
should allow the organization to
provide more resources for the
children when they visit.
“Specifically, they wanted
three trail cameras to set up in
specific locations, where they
know there’s a high traffic of
animals, and a digital projector
and digital camera they could
give to kids to go out and capture what they see,” LeBlanc
said.
The four students and Albertson plan to make hundreds of
mugs — over 200 have already
been made. Albertson chose ceramic as the medium, but the
task seemed a little daunting to
the students at the start, due to

Police
Beat
The best from
UMaine’s finest

The Police Beat will be
online Monday afternoon
at mainecampus.com. We
apologize for the delay.

their limited experience working with the material.
“If I were to use the mug I
made in Ceramics 1, nobody
would buy it,” LeBlanc said.
The small group of art education students had chosen
mugs long before this semester
started, according to Miller. It
was a spin-off of the “Empty
Bowls” movement to remove
world hunger.
“Learning [in art education]
that art is more than just for arts
sake, it’s part of our culture, part
of our daily interactions with the
people around us,” Berta said.
“We wanted something that represented that.”

While each mug is eventually hand painted by one of the
students, the mugs are a collaborative effort, with no student
working solely on the same mug
from start to finish. According
to Albertson, it takes exactly
2 hours, 47 minutes to make a
mug.
“We have a hydraulic extruder to wedge big pieces of clay
together to make a cylinder,”
Miller said of the process. “You
have to kind of guide it out of
the extruder.”
This guiding technique gives
each mug a unique, individualized look.
“I like that personal quality,”

Miller said. “They’re all a bit
different.”
The majority of the mugs are
decorated with themes of the
Maine wilderness — except for
a jaguar-spotted mug sticking
out from the back — and range
from tall to stout with a variety
of different handles.
“We all had our own personal styles,” Berta said. “We were
just trying to get inspired by the
nature theme. We just wanted to
do something to remind people
why they bought the mug.”
The class set up a Wordpress
blog to promote the mugs, display the mug-making process
and share share information

about the overall cause of Art
and Empathy and art education.
To visit the blog, go to artempathy.wordpress.com.
“While the students are learning skills that might be very
useful to them as teachers of art,
they’re also coming across ways
to make this successful, such as
integrating technology,” Albertson said.
The goal of the project is to
sell around 500 mugs, between
tabling in the Union and seeing
if any local businesses are interested in getting involved.
Tabling in the Union will take
place April 5. Check the class
blog for the upcoming dates.
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With spring
here, ways to
finish up strong

T

he last month in the semester rarely passes
without presenting some unexpected — and for
most of us at this point, unwelcome — tests of
our stamina. As if there weren’t enough tests to
contend with already. We begin to bargain for our
sanity: If I stop trying so hard for A’s, will it really
hurt my GPA that much? Is it too late to trade in my grade for a
pass/fail? Maybe I should hold off on applying for that internship… there’s just so much paperwork involved.
The frustration of maybe having fallen a little behind, coupled with the emotional whiplash of on-again, off-again warmer
weather patterns, starts to wear on a student. Add a dash of novacation-for-the-rest-of-the-term bitters and it’s enough to make
anyone wake up with a headache Monday morning. Don’t squander your final weeks of potential productivity — here are a few
mid-semester mantras to help you soldier bravely on:
Prioritization is the key to your success.
Success is in the eye of the beholder — decide what “successful” means to you, and don’t settle for less. You’d only regret it.
Procrastination is your enemy. Re-watching Season One of
Twin Peaks may seem like a defensible coping mechanism now,
but those 48-minute intervals will be more useful to Future You
three weeks down the road, writing your final paper.
If you start to get overwhelmed, ask for help. Pro tip: It is always better to do this before a due date rather than after it.
No amount of coffee will make up for too much lost sleep. Log
sufficient hours at night to keep you productive during the day.
Treat yourself to a little something to make yourself feel appreciated. Do this in a way that will make you want to make yourself proud. In other words, along with the new Strokes album,
buy a fancy notebook and swear to make lists of assignment due
dates and daily tasks.
Side note: Take these tasks one at a time.
It’s been a long winter; the warmer and sunnier it gets, the
more tempting it is to blow off your scholarly responsibilities
for something more instantly gratifying. A measured dose of this
can be a great cure for Cabin Fever, but beyond that you’re just
digging yourself a hole that will be just the right size to trap you
as you peek out and see the sun growing higher overhead, while
your friends play Ultimate on the Mall as you watch from a tiny
library window, while you try to cram a few last terms into your
head before you run off to take the final you didn’t have time to
study for the night before because you were finishing that paper
that’s five days late — AAH.
Download and review those long-neglected lecture slides.
Print off fresh (revised) copies of your syllabi. A little extra push
now will mean smoother sailing through the end of the semester.
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Easter season should inspire
conviction, reinforce values

The Easter season is one that
holds particular power. It is a
time of reflection, as believers
are reminded of Christ’s sacrifice. But potent as the images of
the Passion are, they are indicative of so much more. Christ’s
actions in death, as in life, are
a parable that is particularly applicable to the individualism
that dominates American philosophy, in private and public
life.
Who was Christ, if not the
preeminent individualist? He
was a man who was aware of
his inevitable fate, yet willingly
went to it because he believed in
its righteousness. His own moral
convictions, not those of others,
guided him. He hoped for the
future. Because of this, he was
able to bear the horrors of being
persecuted and crucified.
How perfectly the heritage of
America reflects this example.
The Founding Fathers described
the overreaching despotism of
British judgment and declared
their right to autonomy, particularly in determining and pursuing individual happiness. Openly entering into rebellion, they
understood that, should they
fail, they would be tried and
condemned for treason. This
did not deter them because they
truly believed in the righteousness of their cause.
Consider the irrationality of
a tiny, divided nation with few
independent resources taking on
the world’s military superpower
— facing condemnation even
from their own countrymen.

How powerful is that iconic
image of George Washington
praying at Valley Forge during
a harsh winter, made harsher by
continuous defeat, aware that
his ragtag army did not have
the provisions to sustain themselves. What despair he must
have felt. How easy resignation
to defeat must have seemed. Yet,
with everything against him, he
persisted, as did the fight for
liberty. What else but belief in
the righteousness of their cause

reciprocally acceptable value.
Money is prized because it represents an individual’s unique
strength. People vote with their
money, endorsing ideas that
are representative of their own
moral convictions. Interactions
based on this principle are not
driven by the compulsion of
force.
Republican principles of
government follow this theme:
Each individual votes according
to his or her conscience. When

This impulse to
achieve autonomy
extends beyond the
private realm and
into the public.

Katherine Revello
could have provided the impetus to move forward? This attitude is the inheritance of every
American, and it strongly connotes that rugged individualism
espoused by Christ.
This impulse to achieve autonomy extends beyond the private realm and into the public.
Capitalism is a system in which
relationships are entered into
with the mutual understanding that each party is trading a

representatives violate the trust
of their constituents, they are removed from office. In this system, the master answers to the
servants.
When this system fails, as
it inevitably must from time
to time, these failings too are
evocative of Biblical precedent.
Pontius Pilate knew Christ was
innocent, yet acquiesced to the
people’s demands anyway, for
fear of a revolt. What a stun-

ning allegory for modern governance. How many elected representatives turn a blind eye to
abuses of the law because they
fear public pressure, more concerned with reelection than following their moral compass and
justly upholding the law? And,
in the wake of this failure, injustice reigns.
In the modern world, it is
easy to push religion to the
sidelines of daily life. After all,
since theocracy is a quick path
towards tyranny, it would be
best leave religiosity in houses
of worship. But, this attitude,
too, is folly. True, Christ separates his demands from those
of Caesar’s, which is a compelling argument for separation of
church and state, but principles
are not like an article of clothing
that can be put on and discarded
at will.
As Christ stood before his
tormentors, he did not abandon
his convictions. Neither should
modern man, if he wishes to
take on the world. This is not
because religion declares certain values correct, but because
self-determination reveals a set
of values to be true and religion
embraces them. After all, we are
not omniscient; we can only determine right in his own context
and strive to live in accordance
with it. This is the example
Christ sets. It is perhaps the
most important lesson we can
take from the Easter season.
Katherine Revello is a second-year journalism and political science student
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Answer key in sports

http://www.oothpastefordinner.com

Dinosaur Comics

By Ryan North

www.qwantz.com

Clothing

Across
1- Skier’s transport;
5- Like the Gobi;
9- Bellowing;
14- Hick;
15- Prom wheels;
16- “Our Gang”
girl;
17- Chilled;
18- Grumble;
19- Broadcaster;
20- Divinity;
22- Catchword;
24Ultimatum
word;
25- Less fatty;
26- Blue coloring;
29- Damp;
31- Valuable violin;
32- Racer Yarborough;
33- Bus. card info;
36- Sloth, e.g.;
37- Ear ornament;
40- Devoured;
41- Elevs.;

SCARF
SHIRT
SHOES
SHORTS
SKIRT
SLIPPERS
SOCKS
SUIT		
SWEATER
TANK TOP
TIE
UNDERWEAR
VEST

42- Indifferent;
43- Floating platforms;
45- Pertaining to
the Netherlands;
47- Desert plant;
48- “Honor Thy
Father” author;
51- Record;
52- Sea north of
Australia;
54- Smokers receptacle;
58- Rod used to reinforce concrete;
59- ___ browns;
61- Vintner’s prefix;
62- Make ___ for
oneself;
63- Play opener;
64- Catch;
65- Less loony;
66- Type of gun;
67- I could ___
horse!;

Down
1- Math branch;
2- Osso ___;
3- In the sack;
4- Radiance;
5- Nearly;
6- ___ Janeiro;
7- “___ Believer”
(Monkees hit);
8“___
you
dare!”;
9- Sayings;
10Inveigh
against;
11- Hatch on the
Hill;
12- Coeur d’___;
13- Less common;
21- Stan’s pal;
23Extraterrestrial;
26- Money;
27- Cut out;
28- Prohibits;
29- Waterlogged
soil;
30- Potpourri;
32- Gator’s cousin;

33- 27th president
of the U.S;
34- Words to Brutus;
35- Not as much;
38- Late bloomer;
39- Chart;
44- Vinegary;
45- Slander;
46- Unfair lender;
47- Redeem;
48- Gogol’s “___
Bulba”;
49- Where the action is;
50- Father of Leah
and Rachel;
51- Flavor;
53- Cries of discovery;
55- Actress Sofer;
56- Med school
subj.;
57- Indian exercise
method;
60- Do one’s part?;

Word
Scramble

Word Search

Unscramble these spices and seasonings. How
many can you solve without looking in your
cupboard?
*Answers are spelled with two words.

1. EGGNIR
2. NONACNIM
3. HEMTY
4. VECSOL
5. SPRYALE
6. MUGENT

Find and circle all of the clothing items that are hidden in the grid.
The remaining letters spell an additional piece of clothing.

7. RSYMORE

Sudoku Puzzle

8. SLAIB
9. ROONAGE
20. MUINC
22. MARDMOCA

• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

12. PLEACLIS
13. MICERRUT
14. RIPPAAK
15. RYCRU
16. JAMRORAM
17. NYACEEN
18. GRANTOAR
19. AFLYABE *
20. DROPWHICLIE*
19. Bay Leaf, 20. Chili Powder

13. Turmeric, 14. Paprika, 15. Curry, 16. Marjoram, 17. Cayenne, 18. Tarragon,
7. Rosemary, 8. Basil, 9. Oregano, 10. Cumin, 11. Cardamom,12. Allspice,

Answers: 1. Ginger, 2. Cinnamon, 3. thyme, 4.Cloves, 5. Parsley,6. Nutmeg,

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

Zig Zag courtesy of Word-game-world.com

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

BELT
BLOUSE
BOOTS
CARDIGAN
CORDUROYS
DRESS
GLOVES
HAT			
JACKET
JEANS
MITTENS
OVERALLS
PANTS
PARKA
ROBE
SANDALS		
		

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

Crossword Puzzle

By Drew

Toothpaste for Dinner
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Nerds propel 11th
Mr. Fratenity to success
Collins Center for the Arts hosts; event raises over $2,500

The 11th annual Mr. Fraternity, with “The Big Bang theory” as a theme, was another success, raising over $2,500 for the Arthritis Foundation.

By Lauren Reeves
Assistant News Editor

For the first time ever, the
11th annual Mr. Fraternity was
held in the Collins Center for
the Arts Tuesday, March 26.
The Greek Life pageant was
geek themed, inspired by the
popular television show “The
Big Bang Theory.”
In years past, the event was
held in Donald P. Corbett Business Building, where it maxed
out seating capacity and causing the entire lecture hall to become overcrowded.

The event raised money for
juvenile arthritis through the
Arthritis Foundation. Event
organizer Mariah Bundy, sister
of Alpha Omicron Pi and thirdyear biology pre-medical student, said raising money for this
foundation is important to her
sorority because there is still no
cure for juvenile arthritis.
“Children [with arthritis]
have a hard time having fun and
participating in fun events,”
said Bundy. “They can’t stand
walking long distances.”
According to the foundation’s website, “arthritis is a

complex family of musculoskeletal disorders consisting of
more than 100 different dis-

hampering or halting physical
movement.”
Juvenile arthritis is an um-

“We are passionate about raising
awareness [and] raising money to help
support research to find a cure.”
Mariah Bundy
Third-year biology pre-medical student, Alpha Omicron Pi
eases or conditions that destroy
joints, bones, muscles, cartilage
and other connective tissues,

brella term used to describe the
many autoimmune and inflammatory conditions that can de-

Sergio Afonso • Staff Photographer

velop in children ages 16 and
younger.
“We are passionate about
raising awareness [and] raising
money to help support research
to find a cure,” Bundy said.
This year Bundy reported
that over $2,500 was raised
from audience donations alone.
While waiting for the event
to begin, the audience was educated on the effects of juvenile
arthritis on the big screen slide
show in the CCA.
“It was clear we needed a
change,” Bundy said about the
need to move from DPC to a

bigger venue. “We usually raise
about $1,800,” she added, saying that the simple change in
location made a huge impact to
the cause.
As the pageant started, the
talents were introduced one at
a time. Each contestant dressed
in their nerdiest outfit. For
some this included high-waisted pants, for others it included
suspenders and glasses. Guests
in attendance were invited to
tweet the hashtag #GreeksGoneGeek during the show.
See Geeks on A8

Reader’s Theatre performs powerful ‘Seven’
Play part of annual
Women’s History
Celebration
By Dominique Scarlett
Multimedia Editor

The University of Maine
School of Performing Arts presented a Reader’s Theatre production of the documentary play
“Seven” as part of the Women’s
History Celebration in the Minsky Recital Hall on March 27.
The Women’s History Celebration is an annual event on
campus that features UMaine
faculty members and students,
community representatives and
outside experts sharing in a
variety of discussions and programs.
This year’s theme is, “Out of
the Shadows: Gender, Identity,
and History.” The event is sponsored by the Women in Curriculum/Women’s Studies program.
The Reader’s Theatre program offers dramatic readings
of new, experimental, foreign
language and classic theatrical
productions. The plays are produced without sets or costumes
to allow audience members to
experience a diverse assortment
of dramatic literature.
The play was directed by
Tom Mikotowicz, UMaine theatre professor and chair of the
division of Theatre and Dance
in the School of Performing
Arts.
“Seven” was written as a
collaboration between seven
award-winning
playwrights:
Paula Cizmar, Catherine Filloux,
Gail Kriegel, Carol K. Mack,
Ruth Margraff, Anna Deavere

Josh Quintet • For The Maine Campus

“Seven,” the annual theater production put on by the University of Maine performing arts, performed Wednesday, March 27 in Minskey Recital Hall.

Smith and Susan Yankowitz.
Each playwright wrote a portion
of the play about one of seven
female leaders from the Vital
Voices Global Leadership Network.
Vital Voices is an international non-profit organization
that works with women leaders
on human rights issues around
the world.
“As a theatre piece, it ex-

plores the plight of significant
women throughout the world
and the global politics that affected their personal lives,”
Mikotowicz said in a UMaine
news release, “Our production
will serve as a starting point for
a discussion of the issues pertinent to women and international
politics.”
The play depicts the intersecting stories of these women,

highlighting various themes,
from domestic violence and
poverty to human right’s issues
and political corruption. All of
the women overcame extreme
hardship and incredible odds to
work toward building a better
future for women.
The play documents the work
of Farida Azizi of Afghanistan,
Mu Sochua of Cambodia, Anabella de Leon of Guatemala,

Hafsat Abiola of Nigeria, Inez
McCormack of Northern Ireland, Mukhtar Mai of Pakistan
and Marina Pisklakova-Parker
of Russia.
Since its 2008 premiere in
New York City, the play has
been presented in venues around
the world.
At UMaine, the cast was
comprised students Andrea
West, Hannah Britton, Karol

Cruz, Hannah Ruhlin, Shavya
Samala, Huong Ly Nguyen and
Shannon Brenner.
After the performance,
UMaine assistant professor of
history and women’s studies
Mazie Hough facilitated a short
Q-and-A session with the cast.
Upcoming theatre and dance
events presented by the School
See Seven on A7

A7
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‘Trans’ documentary
followed by Q-and-A
thered using McGinn’s sperm,
into the world; and tears, as the
parents and friends of a maleto-female transgender youth in
California struggled to recount
the alienation and despair that
led to her suicide.
According to the film, 41
percent of people who identify
as transgender have attempted
suicide at least once.
“I would say it’s the most
important film I’ve ever made,”
said Schoen, who is credited

ic audiences and received multiple awards from LGBT film
festivals, but the film has been
largely rejected by the mainOn Thursday night, available
stream.
seats were scarce in the Donald
“My favorite part is always
P. Corbett Business Building’s
the question and answer, beRoom 100 as students and comcause it’s wonderful to see how
munity members gathered to see
the film has moved people,” he
“Trans,” a documentary film
said.
about transgender issues proSchoen said he was happy
duced by Mark Schoen, Ph.D.,
with this event, saying the Uniwho was on hand to introduce
versity of Maine was particuthe film and host a discussion
larly sensitive and thoughtful.
afterward.
UMaine’s
“Trans”
exRainbow
Replores the chalsource Center and
lenges
faced
“We need more people like Mark
the Lesbian, Gay,
by a number of
to change the world.”
Bisexual, Transtransgender indigender and Allies
viduals, including
Danann, a maleChelsea Barker Council hosted
screening.
to-female
child
LGBT Services Coordinator the
Chelsea Barker,
who knew at the
LGBT Services
age of two that she
Coordinator, inwas stuck in the
wrong body and Dr. Christine with producing over 50 films troduced Schoen to the audience
McGinn, who began her jour- on topics related to human and praised him for his work for
ney as Lt. Commander Chris sexual health. Schoen received the LGBT community.
“Events like this allow peoMcGinn, a Navy flight surgeon his Ph.D. in Sexual Health from
who served two missions with New York University who tran- ple to feel like it’s okay to be
NASA. Now Dr. McGinn runs sitioned from being a photogra- who they are,” Barker said after
the Papillon Center, a clinic phy hobbyist to a professional the screening. “We need more
for transgender individuals and filmmaker as a way of reaching people like Mark to change the
their families exploring contra- people with messages he knew world.”
The Rainbow Resource
hormone therapy and transition were important.
“What we show in this film Center provides resources, adsurgery.
The film took audience mem- is just a small part of the issues vocacy and education to the
bers on a rollercoaster of emo- these people face,” he said. UMaine community, not just
tions, drawing laughter with the “More needs to be in the me- LGBT individuals. It is located
in room 224 of the Memorial
antics of young Danann; enthu- dia.”
Schoen said the film has Union, and can be contacted at
siasm, as McGinn and her partner welcomed their twins, fa- been well received by academ- 581-1439.

By Ethan Tremblay

For The Maine Campus

Column
“College is a time for trying
new things,” is a sentiment has
been pounded into our generation’s head for years and years
because it is true: You’re in a new
place filled with new people to
meet, new
adventures
to be had
and new
drugs to
become
dependent
on.
Once
you’ve
tried eve r y t h i n g How I Hear It
By Derrick
there is to
Rossignol
try, consider expanding
this
school of thought to your iTunes
library. We listen to what we like
because it’s good stuff, but it’s
possible that the artists and genres
we’ve been ignoring are fantastic as well. I continue to relearn
this all the time, but never more
so than in August 2010, when I
started listening to post-rock.
It’s a primarily instrumental
genre characterized by atmospheric guitar work and long,
progressive song structures. It’s a
style of music that has opened my
ears to the world of instrumental
music and other genres I had
overlooked. Everybody should at
least give post-rock a shot, but it’s
tough to know where to start. The
term “post-rock” is broad and encompasses a radically diverse set
of bands.
Let me help. I’ll tell you about
eight great albums to get you
started on your post-rock listening, depending on what music
you enjoy now. This isn’t a top
post-rock albums list, since I’ve
left out more challenging bands
like Mogwai and Godspeed You!
Black Emperor. Rather, use this
list to figure out what the best

Seven

from A9
of Performing Arts include a
Maine Masque performance of
“God of Carnage” from April
10-14 and the Spring Dance
Showcase from May 2-4. Both
events will be presented in the
Hauck Auditorium.
For more information about
these performances or to learn
more about the UMaine School
of Performing Arts, visit
umaine.edu/spa or Facebook.
com/umainespa.

entry point into the world of postrock is for you.
“The Earth Is Not A Cold
Dead Place” by Explosions in
the Sky
Explosions are arguably the
world’s biggest post-rock band
and easily my favorite, probably
because they were my first. “The
Earth” was the first album of
theirs I listened to, and it blew me
away. The group uses a setup of
drums and three guitars to create a
shimmering, light-but-aggressive
soundscape that is mountainous.
I’ve called “The Earth” my favorite album of all time, and I don’t
think I’ve changed my mind.
If you enjoy bands such as
The xx, Exitmusic, M83 and The
Verve in their early days, then
check out this album.
“Young Mountain” by This
Will Destroy You
It’s their first EP, meant to be a
demo, but it’s my favorite release
by them. I saw TWDY perform
in a small club in Boston for $12,
and it was the best concert I’ve
ever been to. Their music nowadays is closer to drone music
— check out their album “Tunnel
Blanket” if you’re into that. In
the beginning, they were similar
to Explosions, except that they
were warmer-sounding and a bit
edgier. If you’ve seen the ESPN
documentary “The Fab Five,”
then you’ve heard the best song
from this album, “Quiet,” which
played over the film’s final minutes.
Check this album out if you
are into bands like Silversun
Pickups, Fever Ray or any of the
groups I listed for Explosions.
“Ágætis Byrjun” by Sigur
Ros
If a casual music listener
knows a post-rock band, it’s
probably Sigur Ros, one of the
few post-rock groups to appear
on American late night television, performing on “Late Night
with Jimmy Fallon” in March.
“Ágætis Byrjun,” released in
1999, is their best album. Their
best song is probably “Festival,”
which played during the climax
of “127 Hours.”
Check this album out if you
are into film scores or bands like
Beach House, Bon Iver and Liars.
“Shutter Release” by Lymbyc Systym
Of the records on this list, this
is the one that strays the furthest
away from traditional post-rock,
but it is also one of the best. This
pair of brothers have rejected the
term and make electronic-inspired

instrumental rock music, the best
of which is found on this album.
It’s melancholic and exciting, but
if that’s not your thing, listen to
their more optimistic new album,
2012’s “Symbolyst.”
Check this album out if you
are into bands like Radiohead,
Yeasayer or Alt-J.
“If I Could See Dallas” by
Japancakes
Post-rock and country don’t
tend to have much in common,
but they overlap here, primarily through Japancakes’ used of
pedal steel guitar, which gives
their otherwise Explosions-like
music a Nashville twang. It’s an
interesting change of pace that’s
infinitely relaxing.
Check this album out if you
are into country music or bands
like My Morning Jacket and The
Grateful Dead.
“Everywhere and Right
Here” by The Six Parts Seven
This album is actually more
soothing that the Japancakes one.
It has an almost lounge jazz feel
with its use of vibraphone and
relaxed tempo. No songs stand
out in particular, but when taken
as an album, sometimes this one
hits the spot.
Check this album out if you
are into jazz or bands like Massive Attack, Eels and Funkadelic’s long jams.
“All is Violent, All is Bright”
by God is an Astronaut
For those who like their rock
alternative and their testosterone
levels high, here you are. God is
an Astronaut’s sound is spacy but
hard and edgy. “All is Violent”
is a powerful assault that periodically stops for menacing quiet
portions that give you a second
to catch your breath before your
heart rate picks back up.
Check this album out if you
are into alternative rock or bands
like Brand New or My Bloody
Valentine.
If These Trees Could Talk’s
self-titled album
This record falls somewhere
between God is an Astronaut and
Explosions. I guess they sound
like a more conventional and
straightforward version of the
aforementioned post-rock greats
Mogwai. If Explosions in the Sky
had a rough time in high school,
this is the sound of them getting
revenge on all who had the nerve
to bully them.
Check this album out if you
are into the same groups listed for
This Will Destroy You and God is
an Astronaut.
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Echo-Hawk leads panel of
Wabanaki respondents
By Eric Berard

For The Maine Campus
The Wabanaki Center and
the Maine Indian Tribal-State
Commission hosted a keynote
presentation by Walter EchoHawk Thursday evening at
Minsky Hall to begin an evening of discussions by a panel
of Wabanaki respondents.
Echo-Hawk of the Pawnee
Nation is an attorney, activist
and author who was invited to
speak to the general public on
behalf of treaty rights and human rights of indigenous people. The presentation addressed
what is happening internationally — as well as what is happening right here in Maine —
concerning Native Americans.
Chief Kurt Francis of the
Penobscot Nation introduced
Echo-Hawk. Francis claimed
that people like Walter EchoHawk — an attorney, activist
and promoter of Indian people
— are important to all Indigenous people.
“The Wabanaki people face
[our] share of obstacles [...]
overcoming federal policy, federal laws and the Maine Indian
Claims Settlement Act,” Chief
Francis said before introducing
Echo-Hawk.
“I’ve enjoyed the good fortune of a very long legal career,
representing American Indian
tribes […] during this modern era of federal Indian law,”
Echo-Hawk said.
“As my career begins to

wind down, I’d like to begin
sharing my reflections regarding the status of Native American rights in the U.S. with the
general public.”        	
According to Echo-Hawk,
he has traveled extensively to
visit Indian tribes throughout
the U.S. Echo-Hawk believes
the Indian Nation here in the
U.S. has made “nation-building advances,” since the 1970s,
within the legal framework of
federal Indian law.        	
Echo-Hawk referred to these

improving rights as indigenous
people and strengthen the legal framework for indigenous
people in the U.S. Echo-Hawk
cited that his topic for the evening would be the rise of human
rights for Native Americans.
“Current U.S. law, which
defines Native American rights,
is completely bereft of any human rights discourse or any human rights principles, whether
it be federal Indian law or the
Maine Indian settlement framework here in Maine that’s used

“Our challenge is to implement! It’s easy to
make a law; the hard part is to implement.”
Walter Echo-Hawk
Attorney, activist, author; Pawnee Nation

advances as a significant social
movement that resulted in a rise
of modern Indian Nations in
the U.S. Echo-Hawk explained
that there are 500 federally recognized tribes within the U.S.       	
“I think that Americans can
look to the future with a great
deal of optimism,” Echo-Hawk
said. “Yet, at the same time, we
do see many, very significant
challenges at hand.”
Echo-Hawk proposed the
idea to consolidate what he referred to as “gains” that were
made in the last generation,
to continue strengthening and

to define legal rights of Maine
Indian,” Echo-Hawk said.
Echo-Hawk then quoted a
case from the supreme court of
Maine from 1842 that ordered
to keep state power over Indians of Maine.
“So we have the courts
viewing Maine Indians as imbeciles, and that is the basis for
the paternal control, the power
of Maine over Indians during
this era of colonization from
1776 into 1970,” Echo-Hawk
said.
Echo-Hawk continued to
define this as an amoral body of
law, which defines Indian rights

Geeks

from A6
Audience members and the
judges voted to determined
the outcome of the event, with
the audience bidding money to
whomever they believed should
win.
During the intermission,
members of Alpha Omicron Pi
walked around with buckets to
represent each fraternity: If you
felt so inclined, you could donate money to help them win.
Talents ranged from downright silly to heart warming.
Some
fraternity
members
played their own rendition of
hot cross buns on the recorder;
others took a more serious ap-

Sergio Afonso • Staff Photographer

Top: Winner of AOPi’s Mr. Fraternity, Theta Chi’s David Bridges is
crowned and caped in front of the audience.
Right: Seth Politi of Pike shows of this Larping talent by fighting off
an army of his brothers at AOPi’s Mr. Fraternity Tuesday evening.

through the bends of colonization in a framework that is bereft of human rights. According
to Echo-Hawk, a body of nefarious legal doctrine became
embedded in the law during the
colonial era that is still here today, deciding current issues.
Echo-Hawk spoke of a new
legal framework, one with a
foundation set back in 2007
by the United Nations when
the general assembly, after 30
years in the making, endorsed
this international declaration
on the rights of indigenous
peoples. 150 nations have accepted and endorsed this declaration, including the United
States in 2010. According to
Echo-Hawk, the Maine Legislature endorsed the declaration
back in 2008, the first state in
the union to do so.
“Our challenge is to implement!” Echo-Hawk said. “It’s
easy to make a law; the hard
part is to implement. Our challenge in Maine today is to try
and synthesize the very best
of our American legal culture,
take the protective features of
our old framework and mash
them into this human rights
framework … and then we may
implement our laws and social
policies: That’s the challenge
for this generation.
Several panelists followed
Echo-Hawk’s presentation, including Hugh Akagi of the Passamaquoddy nation, chief of the
St. Croix – Schoodic Band out
of New Brunswick, Canada.
proach, such as presenting a
slideshow about the great aspects of the United States of
America. Other talents included
lip-syncing and performances
of their own original songs.
Jordan Trasko of Kappa
Sigma earned third place, after
a heart-melting performance of
“Ho Hey” by the Lumineers,
which he eventually turned into
a rap.
Runner-up Tom Watson,
from Beta Theta Pi, was accompanied by a guitarist. Watson performed a comical song
he wrote about being a nerd.
Theta Chi’s David Bridges
took first place. He performed
a nerdy boy-band rendition of
One Direction’s “What Makes
You Beautiful.”
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Former rap star
Coolio gets
things cooking
Column
“Aww, Here It Goes” is a
title that every child of the late
’90s perked up to while staring
blankly at their home TV set.
Although it is the theme song
for the hit TV show Kenan &
Kel, it was performed by none
other than
chef and
rapper
extraordinaire
Coolio.
The name
may
be
the most
fitting of
all
rap
Trip Down
monikers,
but Coo- Memory Lane
By Josh Deakin
lio
was
born by
the name
Artis Leon Ivey Jr. in 1963 in
Compton, Calif.
Coolio began his epic rap
journey in 1987, when he recorded singles “Watcha Gonna
Do” and “You’re Gonna Miss
Me,” but they were not very
successful. In 1991, Coolio caught a break when he
joined WC and the Maad Circle. The group’s first album,
titled “Ain’t a Damn Thang
Changed,” featured Coolio
on a few songs. A mere three
years later, Coolio signed to
Tommy Boy Records.
In 1994, Coolio released his
debut solo record, “It Takes a
Thief.” The album featured the
hit single “Fantastic Voyage,”
which is famous for the chorus lyric, “Slide, slide, slippity
slide.” It managed to reach No.
3 on the U.S. Billboard Hot
100. The album featured two
other singles and was eventually certified platinum.
Riding on the success of
his first album, Coolio went
to work on his next album,
“Gangsta’s Paradise,” which
was titled after the hit single
by the same name. The song,
which features singer L.V.,
was originally written for the
movie “Dangerous Minds.” It
would grow to be immensely
popular and would shoot Coo-

lio into hip-hop greatness. The
album was released in 1995
and was certified platinum
twice. In addition to the title
track, the album also featured
the popular single “1, 2, 3, 4
(Sumpin’ New).”
After the album’s release,
Coolio was the featured guest
for the song “In a Twist,” from
WC and the Maad Circle’s
sophomore album. He also
contributed on the collaborative song “Hit ‘em High,” featuring fellow hip-hop heavyweights B-Real of Cypress
Hill, Method Man of Wu-Tang
Clan, LL Cool J and Busta
Rhymes, for the soundtrack
for Michael Jordan’s popular
1996 film, “Space Jam.”
All of the guest work did
not slow down the progress of
his third studio album, “My
Soul,” released in 1997. The
album featured only one big
song, which is quite possibly
the most soulful song he ever
wrote, titled “C U When U
Get There.” The opening lyrics set the tone for the song:
“Now I’ve seen places and
faces / and things you ain’t
never thought about thinkin’.”
The song propelled the album
to platinum status. The success
of the song wasn’t enough to
bring the album the same success as its predecessor.
After the release of “My
Soul,” Coolio began his spiral
downward from hip-hop fame.
Despite being dropped from
Tommy Boy, he continued to
release albums through different record labels. To date,
Coolio has released a total
of seven studio albums, with
the most recent being 2009’s
“From the Bottom 2 the Top.”
Since his decline in the music industry, Coolio has turned
to reality TV with shows like
ABC’s “Wife Swap” and Food
Network’s “Rachael vs. Guy:
Celebrity Cook-Off.” Coolio actually released his own
cookbook, dubbed “Cookin’
with Coolio: 5 Star Meals at
a 1 Star Price,” that was published in 2009. He even hosted
a cooking show on YouTube
that is well worth a watch.
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Sat. Apr. 6
Men’s & Women’s Track
Wildcat Invitational @ UNH, 12 p.m.
Men’s & Women’s Track
@ Florida Relays
Softball
vs. Albany, 12 p.m.
Baseball
vs. Binghamton, 1 p.m.
Softball
vs. Albany, 2 p.m.
Baseball
vs. Binghamton, 3:30 p.m.

Sun. Apr. 7
Men’s & Women’s Track
@ Florida Relays

Upcoming Games
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Softball
vs. Albany, 11 a.m.
Baseball
vs. Binghamton, 1 p.m.

Tue. Apr. 9
Baseball
vs. Thomas, 5 p.m.

Thur. Apr. 11
Softball
@ Boston College, 4 p.m.

Sat. Apr.13
Men’s & Women’s Track
@ UNH, 11 a.m.
Baseball
@ UMBC, 12 p.m.
Softball
@ Binghamton. 12 p.m.
Softball
@ Binghamton, 2 p.m.
Baseball
@ UMBC, 3:30 p.m.

Sun. Apr. 14
Softball
@ Binghamton, 11 a.m.
Baseball
@ UMBC, 12 p.m.

Tue. Apr. 16
Baseball
vs. Colby, 4 p.m.

Sat. Apr. 20
Men’s & Women’s Track
@ Holy Cross
Men’s & Women’s Track
@ LSU Alumni Gold Invitational
Softball
vs. Stony Brook, 12 p.m.
Baseball/Softball
vs. Stony Brook, 2 p.m.
Baseball vs. Stony Brook 4:30 p.m.
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Transfer pitcher Lawrence
to make impact for UMaine
By Andrew Stefanilo
Staff Reporter

Jesse Scardina • Editor in Chief

Junior pitcher Tommy Lawrence has been a stalwart for the University of Maine, leading the team in wins, ERA and strikeouts.

Track

from A12
mark in the decathlon and took
second place in the meet after
scoring 6,167 points.
On the women’s side, senior
distance runner Corey Connor
took home wins in the 10,000
meter run and the 5,000 meter
run. Connor also ran a time that
is tops in Division I track and
field so far in the outdoor season in the 10,000 meter run and
beat the 15-year-old school record. Connor finished in a time
of 34 minutes 46.2 seconds. In
the 5,000 meter run, Connor
finished in a time of 17 minutes
13.1 seconds, a top five school
mark, and qualifies for the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference championships.
Sophomore thrower Robyn
McFetters notched a win in the
hammer-throw with an ECAC
qualifying throw of 170 feet 2
inches.

Sophomore pole vaulter
Casiliki Papakotis broke the
9-year-old school record in the
pole vault, with a vault of 11
feet 9.75 inches.
Senior jumper Katherine
McGeoghan won the high
jump, with a jump of 5 feet 5
inches, while junior jumper
Ashten Hackett won the long
jump, with a jump of 16 feet
5.75 inches.
Junior hurdler Allison Fereshetian took home first place
in the 100-meter hurdles in a
time of 14.58 seconds, while
freshman sprinter Jaclyn Masters took first place in the 100meter dash in a time of 12.8
seconds.
Senior sprinter Mary Fagan
won the 400-meter dash with a
time of 1 minute 7.58 seconds.
The Black Bears will be competing in two meets on April 6,
with one meet being the Wildcat Invitational at UNH and the
other at the Florida Relays at the
University of Florida.

University of Maine junior
pitcher Tommy Lawrence has
established himself as a reliable starter for the Black Bears
staff, after having sat a year
because of transferring from
Winthrop University.
Lawrence was recently
named America East Pitcher of
the Week and has posted a 4-2
record as a starter, with a 2.15
earned run average so far this
season. Opponents are hitting
just .261 against him.
Lawrence has a total of
50.1 innings pitched and is the
team leader in strikeouts, with
38. He’s seen action in seven
games and has been the No. 1
pitcher on the team thus far.
“I’d have to contribute it all
to my defense,” Lawrence said.
“I haven’t really had many
strikeouts and am just letting

the guys make plays for me.”
Lawrence started with a nodecision at Auburn, giving up
two runs before earning a victory at Stetson University, allowing just one run.
On March 16, Lawrence
posted a complete game shut-

His last start was a 9-3 victory against Hartford, where
he went eight innings giving
up just one hit and an unearned
run. Lawrence struck out eight
in the outing and walked only
one batter.
The Black Bears as a team

“We should have at least 20 wins but some
just got away from us. But I think we’re going to be a really good team this year.”
Tommy Lawrence
UMaine baseball junior starting pitcher
out against Stony Brook, with
seven strikeouts.
“My fastball was working:
I threw 87 fastballs out of 120
pitches,” Lawrence said. “My
sliders have been on and off,
but I’ve got it going pretty
good lately.”

are just 15-14 on the season
and have had some close games
slip away.
“We should have at least 20
wins, but some just got away
from us,” Lawrence said. “But
I think we’re going to be a really good team this year.”

The Black Bears have yet
to play a home game on the
season and get things going,
with three games against The
University at Albany starting
March 30.
“I can’t wait to finally play
a game here,” Lawrence said.
“It was brutal, not being able
to play last year and just sitting
watching the games. I couldn’t
travel, but I was able to work
out, get stronger and work on
my pitches.”
Despite the average record
so far, Lawrence and the rest
of the Black Bears are excited
for the rest of the season and
are confident in where they’ll
be at season’s end.
“We’re always together and
have good team camaraderie,”
Lawrence said. “As a team, we
need to get more two-out hits,
and our pitchers need to limit
our walks. If we do that, we’ll
be fine.”

Joe Sturzl • Sports Editor

University of Maine senior Corey Connor took first in the 10,000- and 5,000-meter run while two Black Bears compete in the steeplechase.
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Top targets for Bruins at trade deadline
By Jon Ouellette

For The Maine Campus
In the wake of the Boston Bruins’ lethargic effort in a 3-1 loss
to the Eastern
Conference
cellar-dwelling
Philadelphia
Flyers on Saturday — and
after losing out
in the Jarome
Iginla
trade
sweepstakes to
By Jon
the top-seeded
Ouellette
Pittsburgh
Penguins earlier in the week
— the B’s wish for added scoring
depth has now become a necessity, putting even more pressure on
general manager Peter Chiarelli to
make a deal before the NHL trade
deadline on April 3.
The Bruins are a mediocre 45-1 in their last 10 games, but still
cling to the No. 4 seed in the Eastern Conference standings and sit
just a point back of the Montreal
Canadiens for the Northeast Division lead with one game in hand
as of Saturday afternoon.
Though Boston remains a le-

Butterfield
from A12

Toronto Blue Jays organization
over the last 11 seasons, Butterfield has followed new Sox manager John Farrell from Toronto
and now has the chance to return
home to New England, to help restore the faith of Red Sox Nation.
“It has been a fantastic experience so far,” Butterfield said. “The
level of comfort and familiarity I
have with this coaching staff,
along with the hard work and determination of these players, has
made the transition very easy for
me.”
Butterfield’s history with
baseball began when he was
young, following his father
— former UMaine head baseball coach Jack Butterfield — to
campus for practices throughout
the year. After starring at Bangor
High School in both baseball and
basketball, Butterfield brought his
talents to UMaine in 1976.
“I was familiar with the campus and being around the college
athletes, which made it a perfect
situation,” Butterfield said. “I was
just consumed in my whole situation up there. I loved playing baseball for Coach Winkin, and doing
it in Orono was an ideal scenario
for me.”
During Butterfield’s lone season with the Black Bears, the
team finished fourth in the country
and made it to the College World
Series in Omaha. The team’s success and their camaraderie were

Baseball
from A12

freshman catcher Evan Harasta
scored Madej, bringing Albany
to within one run.
The Black Bears managed to
get the runs back in the bottom
of the eighth after White led the
inning off with a single. Connolly moved him to second on
a grounder to first, and Black
singled White to third. Blazano
picked up his first RBI of the
game, driving in White. Fransoso drove in Black with a deep
double to center field, giving
UMaine its three-run cushion
back.
Junior pitcher Shaun Coughlin relieved Bazdanes, who
went 7 2/3 innings, giving up
four runs on six hits while striking out four. Coughlin gave up
two hits and struck out three to
pick up the save.
“We were looking to win the
series today and we did that,”
Fransoso said. “The last two
weekends we played, we won
the first one and lost the second
one, so we were battling for that
series win on the third day.”
The Black Bears finished
the day with five stolen bases
— something that Trimper said
would be a focal point.
“We have to put pressure on
teams with our legs,” he said.
“Our running game got us more
hits today because of its reputation.”
Great Danes escape weekend with win
Albany didn’t waste much
time getting on the board in the
series finale, scoring in the top
of the first after Madej drove
Hoagboon in with a single up

gitimate Stanley Cup contender,
given their physical style of play,
solid goaltending and stellar penalty kill, the B’s lack of scoring
in recent weeks — most notably
during power plays — and injury troubles on the backend have
many Bruins fans and hockey
aficionados urging Chiarelli to
make a move if they wish to contend with Pittsburgh come playoff
time.
Boston could use some defensive help, given the injuries to defensemen Johnny Boychuck and
Adam McQuaid this season, but
their institutional depth at the blue
line and major lack of scoring
touch — the Bruins rank second
in the league in shots per game
but only 13th in goals per game
— puts more emphasis on the B’s
front office to acquire a proven
goal-scorer than a D-man.
With this in mind, here are
four players — two forwards and
two defensemen — that Boston
should target as April 3 inches
closer.
Jaromir Jagr, Dallas Stars
Though Jagr is a seasoned
41 year old, the veteran winger
hasn’t lost his nose for the net, as
evidenced by his team-leading 14

goals — six of which have come
on the man advantage — for the
Dallas Stars this season.
Jagr is set to become an unrestricted free agent at year’s end,
and will be looking to prove to
NHL GMs that he can still bring
it entering what will be his 17th
season in the league. The 6-foot3-inch, 240 pound Jagr’s size and
ability to find the twine would
provide a much-needed boost
to Boston’s third line of Richard
Peverley and Jordan Caron/Jay
Pandolfo.
Jagr would essentially be a
rental player for the regular season’s homestretch and the playoffs, but giving up draft picks or
prospects wouldn’t be detrimental
to an already youthful Bruins roster, especially if his playoff experience helps bring another Stanley
Cup back to Beantown.
Martin St. Louis, Tampa Bay
Lightning
Another 35-plus player Boston
needs to consider going after, as
Wednesday’s deadline approaches, is Tampa Bay winger Martin
St. Louis, who sits in fourth place
in the NHL scoring race at the
ripe age of 37 with 8 goals and 35
assists this season.

Though the word “physical”
doesn’t come to mind when you
think of the 5-foot-8-inch St.
Louis, his speed, effort and playmaking ability, both on the power
play and in five-on-five scenarios,
would surely bolster the Bruins’
top two lines moving forward.
The Bolts should be sellers
as the deadline nears, given their
12th place standing in the Eastern
Conference, but with St. Louis
continuing to prove he’s got a lot
more left in the tank, the asking
price will not be cheap. Tampa
Bay will be looking to shore up
their goaltending situation, given
the shaky play of Anders Lindback and Mathieu Garon in net
this season — something the Bruins have plenty of throughout their
organization.
Jay Bouwmeester, Calgary
Flames
Iginla isn’t the only Calgary
player the B’s have considered
acquiring. Although, as noted
above, the B’s main concern
should be shoring up their scoring
deficiencies in the next few days,
the Flames’ Jay Bouwmeester is
a playmaking defenseman with
tremendous puck skills who could
help fill the void left by McQuaid

on the backend while providing
offense from the blue line on the
Boston power play.
Though his stats won’t wow
you when they are compared to the
other top offensive defensemen in
the league, the 29 year old’s point
production would be sure to rise
if he were traded from the offensively challenged Flames to the
more talented Bruins lineup.
Calgary has needs all over their
roster, giving Chiarelli flexibility
in terms of the offers he can send
across the table to Flames’ GM
Jay Feaster. Although he would
be a less likely trade for Jagr or
St. Louis, Bouwmeester would
be a welcomed addition to a B’s
squad struggling to replace the injured McQuaid and an offensive
upgrade from Aaron Johnson or
Matt Bartkowski.
Dan Boyle, San Jose Sharks
It is unclear whether the Sharks
will look to sell or buy as April 3
nears, considering their seventhplace standing in the Western
Conference playoff race. The 36year-old is San Jose’s highest scoring defenseman, with 15 points in
31 games played this season, and
is comparable to Bouwmeester in
his ability to move the puck.

Boyle also offers playoff experience and reliability on the backend, which is something Boston
is missing with the absence of
McQuaid and the insertion of
Bartkowski into the defensive
rotation. The Bruins can offer
prospects — in the form of young
defenseman Torey Krug and forwards Anthony Camara and Alexander Khokhlachev — as well as
a draft pick or two in exchange for
the veteran D-man.
Consider it an outside shot that
Boyle joins the B’s, given San
Jose’s place in the Western Conference playoff hunt and Boston’s
need for scoring rather than defense at this juncture, but crazier
things have happened.
It is unclear how Chiarelli and
the Bruins will approach the deadline, but with the Penguins’ recent
acquisitions of Iginla and forward
Brenden Morrow, it is apparent that a deal needs to happen if
Boston’s Stanley Cup aspirations
come to fruition this postseason.
In any case, expect a lot of
activity across the league as
Wednesday’s 3 p.m. deadline
draws closer, and don’t be surprised if Boston finds themselves
in the thick of the action.

irreplaceable, but Butterfield had
bigger plans that compelled him
to walk away.
“I always had a dream about
playing professional baseball, so
I thought it might be in my best
interest to head south to play ball,”
Butterfield said.
The decision to leave home
was not an easy one for the Bangor native, but Butterfield knew
that playing baseball year-round
was a necessity if he was going
to reach his goal of playing in the
majors.
“I thought about it during the
southern trip, and when we came
home to play our opener in 28
degree weather,” Butterfield said.
“I just remember seeing all those
guys down there playing that
had obviously been playing year
round, and I knew that if I wanted
to be drafted and get to the pros,
then I was going to have to put
myself in a better position to do
so.”
Butterfield played a year at
Valencia Community College after he left UMaine but before he
moved on to Florida Southern
College. Florida Southern would
win the 1978 NCAA Division II
national championship with Butterfield as their starting second
baseman.
Though he went undrafted after
his senior season, Butterfield was
signed by the New York Yankees
as an undrafted free agent. After
397 games between the Yankees
and San Diego Padres farm system, Butterfield decided to end
his career as a player to begin his

career as a coach.
“I told myself when I was in
pro ball that somebody was going
to have to release me twice before
I thought about doing something
else,” Butterfield said. “That time
finally came, and I decided that if
I wasn’t good enough to play then
I would want to stay in baseball
and coach.”
With his father’s successful career in coaching and player development at the collegiate and major
league levels, it seemed fitting that
Butterfield would follow in his
footsteps. Butterfield learned from
great baseball minds, like former
teammate and current Baltimore
Orioles manager Buck Showalter,
but he explained that a lot of who
he is as a coach and the drills he
utilizes today come directly from
his father.
“I know it’s kind of a skewed
view point, but Dad was the best
leader, baseball guy and father
that a man could be,” Butterfield
said. “We are all products of our
environment, and I was blessed to
live and learn under his roof.”
Butterfield started his coaching
career in 1983 with the New York
Yankees as a roving infield instructor. After taking on managerial jobs throughout the Yankees
farm system, Butterfield finally
found his way to the major leagues
as the Yankees first base coach in
1994. Since then, Butterfield has
served as the third base coach for
the Arizona Diamondbacks and
Blue Jays while also doing a twoyear stint as bench coach for Toronto from 2008-2010.

Being a coach isn’t quite the
same as being a player, but Butterfield takes his job as third base
coach just as seriously as any
player on the field would. Fans
understand the basics of sending
and holding a runner, but Butterfield explained there is far more to
coaching third base that fans usually overlook.
“There are a lot of decisions
that are made before the ball hits
the glove,” Butterfield said. “A
ball may roll up a fielders arm
after a coach holds a runner and
the crowd boos. What fans don’t
understand is that the decision has
to be made early, and you have to
stick with it because of the mistakes that come with starting and
stopping a runner.
“There’s a lot that escapes the
normal fan, as opposed to the
guys on the field that understand
we want to run it and put pressure
on,” Butterfield added.
Though the position has become natural for Butterfield, many
Red Sox third base coaches before
him have faced scrutiny for one
thing or another by the fans and
media. Butterfield explained the
Boston fans and media provide no
type of pressure that he does not
already put on himself.
“I’m very demanding of myself
and beat myself up all the time, so
I’m my own worst enemy,” Butterfield said. “Knowing that there
are critics out there is all part of
the challenge, but there isn’t any
added pressure because it’s something I love doing so much.”
The passion Butterfield holds

for the position is fueled by the
feeling of competition that being
on the field provides.
“I love the challenge of getting
sweaty palms through the course
of the game and getting to make
those decisions when the game is
on the line,” Butterfield said.
The position and its demands
remain the same, but the team and
circumstances change greatly for
Butterfield and his fellow coaches
in their first season with Boston.
After a couple of unfulfilling seasons, the Red Sox are positioning
themselves to re-build while also
continuing to try and compete in
a revived American League East
division. Butterfield has been impressed by what he has seen out
of his new ball club thus far, citing players’ character as one of the
team’s biggest strengths.
“You’re going to go through
periods during the season where
we struggle, but I think we have
the right type of players and leaders to weather the storm,” Butterfield said. “There’s going to be
some down times, but high character clubs find a way to make it
through somehow. I’m looking
forward to that challenge when
we get into the games that count.”
One of the high character leaders on the team is second baseman
Dustin Pedroia. The perennial AllStar has been a force on the field
and in the clubhouse for the Red
Sox, and it has made an impression on Butterfield.
“I’ve always looked at him
from the other side and said, ‘My
goodness, that’s the way you play

the game and compete,” Butterfield said of Pedroia. “I’ve always
considered him the benchmark in
this league.”
After watching for so many
years and now getting the chance
to work with Pedroia, Butterfield
now feels as though he has “died
and gone to heaven.”
“To come here and get to see
him, hear him and be able to go
shoulder to shoulder and talk situations with him, it has been more
than I ever could have expected,”
Butterfield said.
In addition to Pedroia, Butterfield mentioned the likes of new
shortstop Stephen Drew and veteran David Ortiz as others who
have stood out to him thus far.
With those players and a talented
roster looking to bring the Red
Sox back to relevance, Butterfield
has high expectations for the season but acknowledged a lot has to
happen to be successful.
“You obviously need to stay
healthy, and you need guys to
have good years,” Butterfield said.
“I think there are a bunch of guys
who have proven track records
that are looking to bounce back
this year, and I fully trust in those
track records.”
The Red Sox will put their
retooled roster to the test in the
season opener on Monday, April
1 against the rival Yankees in
New York. But Butterfield will
not have to wait long to don his
home whites: he Sox will have
their Fenway opener the following Monday, April 8 against the
Orioles.

the middle.
The Great Danes added a
second run in the top of the second inning, but the Black Bears
managed to cut the deficit in
half with their second chance at
the plate. After a Calbick walk
and wild pitch that put him on
third, White singled to left field,
scoring the Black Bears’ first
run.
The next three innings were
scoreless for each team, until
the bottom of the sixth, when
it looked as though the Black
Bears had taken control of the
game.
After the Great Danes manufactured a run in the top of the
sixth, Doran squeezed a double
in between a couple of hit batsmen, White picked up his second RBI of the game, scoring
Calbick and moving Whitten to
second and Doran to third.
Black grounded out, scoring
Doran and Whitten scored on a
wild pitch. Fransoso singled up
the middle to score both Balzano and White, but Gay was
thrown out at third to end the
inning.
The Great Danes managed to
fire right back, tying the game
in the top of the seventh, with
three runs off five hits and a
costly error by Black.
After a one-two-three inning for the Black Bears, Albany took the lead in the top of
the eighth inning, when senior
first baseman Greg Muller got
on base with a single. Muller
scored from a Hoagboon single,
after stealing second.
UMaine wasn’t able to generate any offense toward the
latter stages of the game, going
three-and-out in the seventh,
eighth and ninth innings to end
the game, 7-6.
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“This week was probably the best week of practice this year.”
					
Steve Trimper, UMaine baseball head coach
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UMaine goes 2-1 in home opening series

Jesse Scardina • Editor in Chief

The University of Maine baseball team picked up two out of three wins against the University of Albany in the Black Bears’ home-opening weekend. UMaine improved to 15-14 on the season.

Editor In Chief

hour and a half about practicing
hard. It led to the intensity we
had [Saturday].”

A late rally by the University
of Albany prevented a threegame sweep by the University
of Maine baseball team, as the
Black Bears took two-out-ofthree games against the Great
Danes in UMaine’s home opener.
The Black Bears swept Saturday’s double header and led
6-3 heading into the seventh inning of Sunday’s game before
a rally by Albany gave them an
Easter win.
UMaine improved to 1514 on the weekend and 6-3 in
America East, while Albany
sits at 8-13 overall and 4-5 in
conference.
“This week was probably the
best week of practice this year,”
head coach Steve Trimper said
after Saturday’s sweep. “We
talked on Wednesday for an

Black Bears sweep Saturday double header
The Black Bears started the
scoring in the bottom of the
second inning, with a single
for junior first baseman Alex
Calbick followed by a walk to
sophomore right fielder Brian
Doran. An attempted sacrifice
bunt by junior third baseman
Eric White turned into an infield single, loading the bases.
Calbick scored on a wild pitch
while a single by junior catcher
Mike Connolly drove in Doran.
The Great Danes got one of
those runs back in the top of the
third, after freshman catcher
Matt Hincy led the inning off
with a double. A single by junior left fielder D.J. Hoagboon
put runners on the corners before sophomore shortstop Gor-

By Jesse Scardina

don Madej drove Hincy home
with a sacrifice fly.
In the bottom of the third,
senior shortstop Michael Fransoso almost manufactured a
run himself, leading the inning
off with a walk before stealing
second and third base, putting
him in position for Calbick to
drive him in via a sac fly. Calbick went 2-2 in the first game,
driving in a run and scoring one
of his own.
The Black Bears added an
insurance run in the bottom
of the fourth, after sophomore
left fielder Sam Balzano drove
White in on a single. White finished the game 2-3.
“It’s great when those guys
step up; it makes the team so
much better,” Fransoso said.
“When they get on base, it’s
kind of like the top of the order.”
Junior Tommy Lawrence
pitched all seven innings, giv-

ing up six hits and one run while
striking out five. The win is his
fourth on the season.
“I didn’t have my best stuff,”
Lawrence said. “I was leaving
my fastball up, my slider, curve
— everything was letters to
belt. I just worked on getting it
down.”
Albany sophomore Cameron
Sorgie picked up the loss, falling to 1-2 on the season. He
pitched five innings, giving up
four runs on five hits and striking out three. Control was a bit
of an issue, as Sorgie walked
two and allowed a run to score
on a wild pitch.
Senior A.J. Bazdanes got
the start for the Black Bears
in Game 2. After blanking the
Great Danes in the top of the
first, the Black Bears tried to
get on the board immediately,
with junior center fielder Colin Gay singling up the middle.
Fransoso followed it up with a

double, but Gay was thrown out
attempting to score. UMaine
left two men stranded in the inning.
The Great Danes took their
first lead of the weekend in the
top of the second inning after
junior right fielder Josh Nethaway doubled to lead things off.
Senior second baseman Jeff
Wals singled to score Nethaway.
The Black Bears tied things
up in the following half-inning, after White singled with
one out and advanced to third
and Connolly following with a
single of his own. Junior second
baseman Troy Black grounded
into a fielder’s choice, scoring
White.
Albany took a brief lead in
the top of the fourth inning after
Madej scored on an error. He
originally reached base with a
single and advanced to second
on a wild pitch.

The Black Bears took back
the lead in the bottom half of
the fourth, scoring twice. Doran
led things off with a single, followed by a White double that
put runners on second and third
with one out. Connolly grounded out, scoring Doran. Black
followed that with a single to
left field, scoring White and
giving UMaine a 3-2 lead.
The Black Bears were
threatening in the bottom of
the seventh inning to add more,
loading the bases with two outs
before Doran found the smallest gap between the center
fielder, left fielder and second
baseman, driving in two runs in
the process.
The Great Danes inched
closer in the top of the eighth
inning, after senior center fielder Nolan Gaige was driven in by
Nethaway. An infield single by
See Baseball on A11

Butterfield UMaine men’s and women’s track
brings and field sweep UNH, Bates at home
UMaine
ties to Sox
By Joe Sturzl
Sports Editor

Brian Butterfield.

Courtesy photo

By Joe Duball

For The Maine Campus
To be a member of the Boston
Red Sox is a fantasy that all New
England baseball fans have had at
one point or another in their lives.
While most only get the chance
to act this out in their backyards
or from the confines of their own
dreams, new Red Sox third base
coach and University of Maine
alumnus Brian Butterfield will get
to live that dream from his box at
Fenway Park this season.
After becoming a fixture in the
See Butterfield on A11

Joe Sturzl • Sports Editor

UMaine freshman Lauren Connor competes in the 1,500-meter.

The University of Maine
men’s and women’s track and
field team hosted their only
home meet of the season on
Saturday at the Beckett Family
Track and Field Complex. The
men’s and women’s teams both
took first place, defeating the
University of New Hampshire
and Bates College. The men’s
team won a close one, scoring
140 points with UNH finishing
with 138 and Bates with 137
while the women won with 147
points against UNH’s 136 and
Bates’s 112.
Junior distance runner Alex
Moser led the Black Bears with
a win in the 1,500 meter run.
Moser finished with a time of 3
minutes 58.56 seconds.
The men also swept the
jumps, with freshman Miguel
Caballero and sophomore Darian Murray taking first place
in the long and triple jumps respectively. Caballero jumped a
distance of 22 feet 0.75 inches
while Murray triple jumped a
distance of 42 feet 10.75 inches.
Sophomore jumper Emmanuel
Vincent took second in the triple
jump with a jump of 40 feet 4
inches.
Sophomore hurdler Paul
Kelly took first in the 400-meter hurdles took home first place
finishing in a time of 55.85 seconds.
Junior distance runner Kelton Cullenburg took first place

Joe Sturzl • Sports Editor

Alex Moser took first in the 1,500 meter run on Saturday

in the 5,000-meter run, finishing in a time of 15 minutes 0.82
seconds.
Senior thrower Donald Clark
qualified for the Intercollegiate
Association of Amateur Athletes of America championships
with a shot put throw of 53 feet
1 inch. The throw was good
enough for second place and

a top five school mark. Junior
thrower Brian Woodbury also
qualified for the IC4A championships and took third in the
shotput with a throw of 51 feet
7 inches.
Senior decathlon athlete
Brian Martel scored a top three
See Track on A10
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This is all
fake. Please
don’t freak
out.

“All the
crap you
wish you
read”

Maine’s Finest News Source

Ferguson waives tuition atop white stallion
Jesse Scardina
Editor In Chief

University of Maine President Paul Ferguson announced
that tuition to attend Maine’s
flagship campus would be free
of charge, starting next year.
“We all know enrollment is
lacking, so we’ve brainstormed
a number of ways to increase
it,” Ferguson said in front of
a crowd of aghast colleagues
and ecstatic college students.
“After a number of techniques
didn’t work, the administrators
at UMaine decided to reduce tuition to zero [dollars], and we’re
debating the idea of paying students to attend classes.”
The drastic change in fiscal responsibility has rightfully
shocked the higher-education
community, yet there may be
something behind the radical
technique: Since the announcement on Thursday, applications
for enrollment ballooned by
3,000 percent.
“The idea pretty much markets itself,” UMaine director of
public relations and operations
Margaret Nagle said. “I mean,
there isn’t much to say behind
the idea of free tuition.”
Despite the fact that this
drastic change renders the financial aid office and bursar’s
office useless, the employees
will still have jobs with the university — this time they will be
in a position to raise UMaine
students’ spirits rather than bum
them out.

“I
really
think that the
morale of the
campus
and
the surrounding community will rise
tremendously
with the fall of
tuition prices,”
Ferguson said,
reading from
a scroll atop
an
elevated
platform. “Just
look at how
happy
these
students are.”
The
students who had
surrounded
Ferguson were
then bowing
to the elevated,
robed
man,
treating him as
something like
a messiah.
Julie Hopwood, the special advisor to
the president,
commented on
the announcement.
“ L e g a l l y,
I’m really not
sure of the
ramifications
of this, because
there clearly is
no precedent.
The precedent
Sam Keefe
has not been UMaine President Paul Ferguson, atop a stallion, announced that tuition would be free next year.

Campus greenhouses
to grow medical pot

set. However,
I’m giving a
test in my class
this week, and
I’ve never seen
some of my
students happier than they
were
before
this announcement, so I’m
not complaining.”
While the
decision
is
obviously
a
popular
one
amongst existing and future
college
students, the
change in policy isn’t sitting
too well with
those who paid
thousands for
a degree they
believed they
earned
with
their cold, hard
dollars.
“I just can’t
believe
it,”
said Beth Kevit, a UMaine
alumna living
in Wisconsin
who graduated
in 2012 with
a journalism
degree and is
paying off her
student loans.
“I mean, I’m

thousands of miles away from
an ocean, paying back bills
that future rugrats are going to
think are as archaic as corded
telephones, VCRs and the show
‘Rugrats.’”
Under the new terms, undergraduate tuition for in-state
students went from $8,920 for
12 credits per semester to $0.00.
Unfortunately, the Unified Fee,
whose purpose remains a mystery, stayed at over $900 for
full-time and graduate students
and $350 for part-time students.
“Look, I tried to get rid of
that too,” Ferguson said, this
time on the back of a white stallion. “But I had no idea what it
was. It sounds cool, right? Unified. I think I’ll try to work that
word into Pathway 6 of my next
project, Green Earth Project.”
For out-of-staters looking to
reap the benefits in Maine, the
amount paid in tuition stays
the same for each state at $0.
Changes depend on which state
a prospective student lives in —
they could even be paid to come
to UMaine.
“We developed a scale, objectively ranking the states from
coolest to lamest, starting with
California and ending with New
Hampshire, which ended up a
couple spots below North Korea,” Ferguson said while violently gesturing with a scepter
in his hand.
Teachers are skeptical about
the plan, wondering if students
See Ferguson on B6

Black Bear alums
donate millions
back to facilities

Kariya, Bordick, Carlisle, Tatupu all give back to alma mater
By Jesse Scardina
Editor in Chief

By Lauren Reeves
Asst. News Editor

The University of Maine’s
Department of Plant, Soil, and
Environmental Science announced plans to build a number of on-campus greenhouses
designated for growing varieties of medical marijuana for the
purposes of testing potential
effects of the usage on college
students.
Eric Gallandt, chair of the
plant, soil and environmental
science department, made the
announcement last week, noting that it was a progressive
step forward for the university
and the state, which is currently
a changing landscape.
“The university has an incredible opportunity to provide
to the community and further
learn about state policy and
how that is changing,” Gallant
said.
Since 1999, the act of prescribing and the limited possession of medical marijuana
has been allowed in the state of
Maine. The law lacked details

about distribution methods for
how patients could legally obtain the prescribed marijuana,
according to the text of the
Maine State Law and Legislative Reference Library.
“In October the Obama administration announced that
it would halt prosecution of
medical marijuana users and
caregivers if they were in compliance with their state’s law.
On November 3, 2009, Maine
voters approved Question 5,
which enacted the citizen-initiated bill, ‘An act to establish
the Maine Medical Marijuana
Act’,” according to the Maine
State Law and Legislative Reference Library.
The Division of Licensing
and Regulatory Services, within the Department of Health
and Human Services, has recently released the last two
dispensary locations needed to
complete the statewide dispensary system. Locations include
Biddeford, Portland, Augusta,
Waterville, Hermon, Fort Kent,
Whitneyville and Thomaston.
“[Dispensary locations have

been chosen] based on criteria outlined in the application
instructions, including their
plan to operate as a non-profit
corporation long-term, convenience of location, prior business experience, patient education, record-keeping, inventory
and quality control,” according
to the DLRS webpage through
Maine.gov.
Students of the Sustainable
Agriculture Program, which is
an interdisciplinary program
offered cooperatively by the
faculties of the Department of
Plant, Soil and Environmental
Sciences; the School of Biology and Ecology; and the
School of Ecnomics will be
learning hands on next fall of
the sustainable growth of medical marijuana.
According to the plant, soil
and environmental science department’s mission statement,
found on their website, they
seek to “identify and apply
ecological principles that contribute to the sustainable use of
See Go Green on B6

In a stunning display of
alumni spirit, the greatest of
University of Maine athletes
have banded together to donate
millions of dollars back to the
program it once called home.
Former NHL star Paul Kariya, MLB veterans Mark Sweeney and Mike Bordick, NFL
Pro-Bowler Lofa Tatupu and
NBA head coach Rick Carlisle pooled millions to pay for
brand new facilities for the athletic department, ending the dilemma of what to do with the
basketball programs.
While construction on the
arenas and stadiums won’t start
for another year, five-star recruits are already lining up to
join the Black Bears, resulting
in a huge jump in school spirit.
“I mean, I’ve had some
pretty good athletes during my
time here,” said football coach
Jack Cosgrove. “But I swear,
I’m stealing some recruits right
out from Nick Saban and Urban
Meyer’s nose.”
In addition, during a vacation
to the East Coast, Nike founder
and Oregon native Phil Knight

fell in love with Maine and
decided he wanted the Black
Bears to become “The Ducks of
the East.”
“My influence in the Oregon athletic department has
spawned a wave of new success,
as well as an influx in merchandise dollars,” Knight said. “I’m
looking to do the same thing
with UMaine athletics and give
the Black Bears a brand known
around the world.”
The Black Bears will showcase their new football jerseys
all next season, wearing a new
design for each game — all
games will be televised on ES-

PN’s family of networks.
While Kariya didn’t donate
millions to the hockey program,
the former Black Bear great and
Mighty Ducks legend is giving
something more valuable than
money — his genes.
“I realized that this program
has never won a national championship without a Kariya on
board,” Kariya said, referring
to his ’93 championship and
his brother, Steve Kariya’s ’99
championship. “Instead of investing and ‘maybe’ finding
another Paul Kariya, I have
opened up a genetic cloning center across from Alfond
Arena to recreate a whole
team of Paul Kariya’s for
UMaine hockey.
“It’s about time the
UMaine athletic department received some recognition,” said athletic
director Steve Abbott. “It
couldn’t have happened
at a better time. I wasn’t
sure if I was going to
come back as AD next
See Facilities on B6
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Truth comes out: Bananas an actual bear

By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

On March 2, Bananas the Bear
— the University of Maine’s beloved bear mascot, thought to be
vivified by various members of the

Alpha Delta fraternity — caused
quite a stir at men’s hockey game
against the University of New
Hampshire, when it was revealed
that Bananas is an actual black
bear wearing a bear costume.
In a moment of excitement

when the public announcer called
out Joey Diamond’s name during
the pre-game player introductions,
the bear accidentally took off the
costume head. An audible gasp
was heard from the crowd, as fans
were either immobilized by shock

Derrick Rossignol

Since 2008, the Alpha Delta fraternity has been using a real bear, dressed in a bear outfit as a mascot.

Grove issues caused
by Orchard Trails
By Jesse Scardina
For The Maine Campus

statement. “We are actively
working on trying to make the
experience even better for our
student-resident-tenants
and
will make sure they are always
happy as we always try to serve
our leaseholders with respect
and gratitude. We made a promise to provide our residents with
the highest levels of service and
we are committed to taking the
necessary steps to ensure an
exceptional living experience.
Always.”
Chudoba delivered the message, standing next to The
Grove’s general manager, who
was apparently unavailable
for comment — some tenants
believe the nameless “general
manager” is just a hologram
sent in from corporate.
Orchard Trails doesn’t plan
to stop the shenanigans, even
though they have affected the
public’s perception of The
Grove.
“I mean, in housing complex

terms, we’re the older brother,”
Kenney said. “What type of older brother stops picking on his
little sibling?”
Despite the problems Orchard Trails inflicted on The
Grove and the problems The
Grove inflicted on itself, freshmen anxious to get out of the
dorms are flocking to The Grove
to sign leases. Many suspect that
the reason why so many freshmen are signing with The Grove
is that they haven’t had as much
fun on campus since the “Project Grove” party that started the
school year and, because freshmen don’t read newspapers,
they have no idea what has happened to the complex since.
Kenney said she is fine with
most underclassmen taking their
chances at The Grove.
“[The Grove] can have
them,” Kenney said. “See how
they like it, when every single
wall ends up with a hole in it.”

An abundance of issues have
been plaguing The Grove housing complex in Orono in its first
year, but it turns out that rival
housing complex Orchard Trails
was behind it all.
“Quite frankly, I don’t know
how nobody knew it was us from
the start,” said Orchard Trails
property manager Julie Kenney.
“I mean, we thought this was a
good idea, but we never knew
it would be this successful! We
look like a five-star resort, compared to The Grove.”
The Grove has played host
to a number of issues in its first
year in Orono, including faulty
finishing, mold and mildew issues, electrical outages and
flooding.
“I would like to point out that
we had nothing to do with the
mold,” Kenney said. “That was
all on their own shoddy work.
But oh yeah, we kept
switching off their
generators, and we
ran an industrial fire
hose and blocked off
the draining valve.
Classic.”
Despite the seemingly good news,
Campus Crest management was still
reluctant to release a
statement that even
came close to addressing the information proposed.
“As a part of our
ongoing efforts to
deliver
excellent
service to every
and all residents,
we have a dedicated group working
around the clock to
supply our tenants
Sam Keefe
unprecedented asFrom
the
rendering
above,
it’s
clear
that
employees
of
Orchard
Trails
were
sistance,” Campus
sabatoging
the
issues
plaguing
the
Grove.
Crest spokeman Jason Chudoba wrote
in yet another press

or panicked, quickly making their
way to the building’s exits.
“We’re sorry the news had to
come out this way,” said Alpha
Delta brother Chris Harris. “We
were striving for authenticity but
knew some people might be too
afraid of an actual bear. This was
the best compromise we could
think of.”
UMaine adopted the black bear
as its mascot in 1914, when a bear
named Jeff was used as a motivational tool for the struggling football team. In 1969, Alpha Delta,
then known as Alpha Phi Omega,
debuted the first human mascot.
After being unable to get a brother
to permanently wear the costume,
the fraternity switched back to a
real bear in 1971 without consent
from the university and has kept
the secret within the fraternity every since.
The current bear, named BoBo,
was acquired from a failing circus
in 2008, after a performance at the
Bangor Auditorium. According to
Harris, since BoBo was already a
trained circus animal, he required

minimal additional training to
perform his duties as mascot, like
posing for pictures with kids, ice
skating and firing a T-shirt cannon.
“It took awhile for him to
grasp English so he could interact
with people properly, but once he
learned to respond to ‘Bananas’
and that high fives aren’t an attack, the rest kind of fell into
place,” Harris said.
Reception of the news has been
mixed, with reactions of fear, curiosity and excitement heard from
different parties.
“This is an outrage,” said local
mother Sandy Welch. “That beast
could have gone rogue and really
hurt somebody. My two boys, Caleb and Aidan, could have gotten
hurt. I’m a suburban mom and I
have two kids, so I worry about
everything.”
“It’s awesome,” said thirdyear engineering student and
The Naked Five member Logan
Desmond. “He’s on the ice surrounded by glass, we’ll be fine.
We’re Black Bears, and we have

an actual black bear. What’s not to
love? Let’s go Black Bears! Sieve!
Sieve! Sieve! Sieve!”
When asked for a comment,
Dean of Students Dr. Robert Dana
had a mixed reaction to the news.
“While I commend the students for going the extra mile in
the name of school spirit, what
they’ve been doing is reckless
and could have ended poorly,” he
said.
“S---’s bada--, though,” he
added.
The fraternity has been told by
UMaine President Paul Ferguson
to get rid of BoBo or they would
have their status as an official
Greek organization of UMaine
revoked.
“They said they wanted BoBo
gone? Sure, we’ll get rid of BoBo,
if that’s what the university
wants,” Harris said.
“We’ll get right on that. No
more BoBo...,” he added, trailing off his speech while he was
leaving the room. A printout from
bearsellr.com was dropped on his
way out.

Dean Dana voted
Happiest Man in the World
Beats out Brady, Gates, Fallon, AT&T guy for coveted title

Dean of Students Robert Dana, above, was voted the Happiest Man in the World.

ing about Dana the Clown,”
said Emmy, Golden Globe and
Academy Award winner Robin
Williams. “Dana is truly an inThe University of Maine
spiration on how to live a life
announced that Dean of Stuhappy and without regret.”
dents Robert Dana was named
After leaving the clownthe Happiest Man in the
ing profession, Dana wantWorld.
ed to get involved in the
In the inaugural crowncircus for young adults,
ing of world’s happiest
A.K.A. college. Without
man, the dean of students
any background in educaand vice president for stution or administration, othdent affairs beat out other
er than his experience as a
notables Tom Brady, Bill
clown, Dana applied for the
Gates, Jimmy Fallon and
“I have literally never seen
dean of students position at
that guy who gets to talk
UMaine and was offered
to little kids for the AT&T
the guy not smiling.”
the spot after 5 minutes of
advertisements.
an interview.
“I mean, I have literKenda Scheele
“They knew I was vastly
ally never seen the guy
Associate Dean of Students under qualified,” Dana said.
not smiling,” said Kenda
University of Maine “But I just kept smiling at
Scheele, associate dean
them, and no matter what
of students. “One time,
I said they seemed to love
I had to tell him that his
it.”
dog died, and he just
While running both of
looked at me and said,
his posts at UMaine, Dana
‘Well, he’s in a better
has also extended his world
place. I guess I’ll have
record of consecutive secto rescue another needy
onds smiling to 19 years, 9
puppy.’”
months, 24 days, 3 hours,
Scheele even said she
tried to make Dana cry, “acci- to children’s hospital, helping 47 minutes and 19 seconds.
dently” slamming his fingers in sick kids get well on the sheer The unbelievable streak was
enormity of his smile.
snapped last August when
the door.
“As a matter of fact, I got Dana stubbed his toe against
“But he just laughed it off
like he was The Joker or some- the idea for ‘Jack’ after hear- his coffee table.

By Jesse Scardina
Editor in Chief

thing,” she said. “Matter of
fact, it was a little creepy.”
Prior to his longtime stint
as an administrator at UMaine,
Dana worked as a clown, traveling from children’s hospital

Courtesy photos
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UMaine does
away with all
8 a.m. classes
By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

On Wednesday, March 6,
University of Maine President
Paul Ferguson announced that
classes starting before 9 a.m.
will no longer be offered at
UMaine.
“This is a change that is
long overdue,” Ferguson said
at a candid press conference
Wednesday morning. “How
can we expect students to be
prepared for class at the crack
of dawn when they are up until
2 in the morning studying for
said classes?
“Let’s face it: getting up
early sucks,” Ferguson added.
“Classes kind of suck, too.
Making students do the first
sucky thing for the sake of the
other crappy thing? Not on my
watch: not anymore.”
This change will affect a
number of classes — about 30,
according to Ferguson — and
will alter students’ schedules
next semester, some of which
have been chosen according to
a careful plan, but most students
are accepting of the change.
“I’ll stay here for an extra
three years if it means not having to throw on my hoodie from
last night just to trudge to Neville [Hall] and learn about the
history of the radio for an hour,”
said seventh-year mass communication student Raymond
Plourde. “F--- that noise.”
Dean of Students Dr. Robert

B3

Student Entertainment
hosts dream music festival
Acts such as Neil Young, Lady Gaga, Black Keys perform throughout campus
By Derrick Rossignol

Dana also spoke in support of
the change.
“Ultimately, college is
about the student experience,”
Dana said. “That experience
shouldn’t involve an 8:30
[a.m.] lecture from a crustyeyed, wrinkled sweater-wearing professor who doesn’t give
a s--- about how [author Franz]
Kafka’s work impacted modern
existentialism.”
Several professors were in
attendance and agreed with
Ferguson and Dana.
“You think you hate morning classes?” astronomy professor David Batuski asked the
crowd, composed primarily
of students. “You just have to
wake up and look like you’re
almost listening. I have to stick
to a lesson plan and coherently
discuss the difference between
a white dwarf and a red giant.
“It’s brutal,” he added.
“I’ve been getting up early
my entire life, so I’m used to
it,” said sociology professor
Michael Rocque. “But my god,
does it suck. I was going to go
on a rampage if I had to deal
with one more day of this s--.”
Ferguson said that while
nothing else is official, 9 a.m.
classes and “those long-ass
once a week classes” may be
the next to go.
Only six people attended the
press conference held at 7:00
a.m. in the Donald P. Corbett
Business Building, Room 100.

News Editor

Student Entertainment hosted
one of the biggest music events
in the history of the University
of Maine: A 5-day music festival from Feb. 18 to 22, featured
over 40 of the biggest names
in the music industry, and the
festival was completely free for
UMaine students.
“I was amazed that we were
able to pull this off,” said Sarah
Goode, Vice President of Student Entertainment. “I was worried when Green Day had to pull
out, so a big thanks to Kings of
Leon for offering to step in at
the last minute.”
Big-time musicians from a
variety of decades and genres,
including Black Sabbath, Katy
Perry and Wilco, performed at
various venues around campus
for what Rolling Stone writer
Miriam Coleman called “one of
the biggest what-the-hell musical events of all time.”
On Monday at 9:30 a.m.,
Irish rock legends U2 played a
two-hour concert at the University Bookstore in the Memorial
Union with special guests Peter
Frampton and Arcade Fire sing-

er Wyn Butler. U2 performed
a number of classic songs like
“Where The Streets Have No
Name” and “One” while also
playing their unreleased next album in its entirety.
“I’ve always felt a special
connection to the University
of Maine,” U2 frontman Bono
said during the concert. “When
Bruce [Springsteen] called and
begged us to come out for this
festival, there was no way we
could say no, so thanks again
for having us.”
Also during that time, The
Black Keys performed in Martin Luther King, Jr. Plaza and
a Tupac hologram played a set
in Minsky Hall. Carlos Santana
performed a set on the library
steps.
“Having The Lumineers
and The Flaming Lips open
for Justin Timberlake’s Alfond
show [on Wednesday, Feb. 20]
was phenomenal,” said Student Body Vice President Sam
Helmke. “It’s hard to get students to come out, but the 200
who were there seemed to really
enjoy it.”
The Strokes, touring in
support of their new album,
“Comedown Machine,” played

before a packed Collins Center
for the Arts on Tuesday, Feb.
19 in what became one of the
week’s biggest events, according to Pitchfork writer Jayson
Greene.
“The Strokes were tearing
through their set of back-to-basics rock ‘n’ roll when [frontman Julian] Casablancas called
[Smashing Pumpkins’ singer]
Billy Corgan and Queens of the
Stone Age to the stage to rip
through a half-hour medley of
classic songs by all three bands,”
he wrote. “Rarely are great rock
powers like these found in one
place, much less performing together.”
In the final concert of the
week, which served as the festival’s closing ceremonies, Eric
B and Rakim, Paul Simon, The
Red Hot Chili Peppers, Daft
Punk and Radiohead played a
5-hour concert, taking turns to
perform their own hits and playing classic songs together.
“I haven’t had this good a
time at a show since [the Simon & Garfunkel] reunion in
Central Park [in 1981],” Simon
said. “This has been a phenomenal week, and I’d like to thank
Fleetwood Mac, The Postal

Service, The Foo Fighters,
Neutral Milk Hotel, My Morning Jacket, Fleet Foxes, M83,
MGMT, James Murphy, The
Killers, Lady Gaga, Wiz Khalifa, John Mayer, Eminem, Eddie
Vedder, Deadmau5, Blink-182,
Alabama Shakes, One Direction
and the surviving members of
The Doors for coming out for
this wonderful event.”
Goode credits a tightly managed budget for making the
week possible.
“You know, we put our money in the right places and had
popular, profitable shows earlier in the year, so we had the
resources to bring Metallica,
My Bloody Valentine, Gorillaz
and everybody else we had here
to campus for a great week,”
Goode said.
“When Neil Young, Phish
and Muse jammed on [Young’s
1972 song] ‘Heart of Gold’
for over a half-hour [during
Young’s performance in DPC
100 on Thurs., Feb. 21], I got
goosebumps,” she added.
“It was weird when Nickelback tried to get on stage with
them, since they weren’t even
part of the festival lineup, but it
was great.”

Dining hires
personal chefs
for all students
Lauren Reeves
Asst. News Editor

University of Maine Dining
has announced they will host a pilot program next year, when each
student who has a meal plan will
be assigned a personal chef. This
personalized dining program is designed to guarantee that students
will be happier and more satisfied
during their time at UMaine.
Not only have personal chefs
brought to campus for the pilot
program, but they will also include
a smartphone app that will allow
new types of communication between the student and chef.
“We know it’s a big plan, but it
will be worth it,” Director of Dining Operations Kathy Kittridge
said about the future of the dining
program. “Everyone’s nutrition
needs and taste buds are different,
and we have to cater to that.”
The new pilot program app will
allow students to send requests and
share new meal ideas, but it will
also detect hunger so your next
meal will be ready when you are.
The program will also bring a
new partnership to UMaine from
Vermont. As part of a co-op program, students from Vermont’s
New England Culinary Institute
will send students to Orono to be
part of their own proposed pilot
program.
This fleet of culinary students
will be in an innovative and interactive learning environment
for the student chefs, putting their

skills to the test.
“There will be a chef for every single student who has a
meal plan,” Kittridge announced.
“Campus will be littered with food
expertise.”
The pilot program is designed
so that the chef will wait on his or
her designated UMaine student,
hand and foot.
“If there is a chef for everyone,
the chef will always be available
for their student,” Kittridge explained. “The chef’s schedule revolves around the student with the
meal plan.”
There will be no perceived
changes when you enter the dining facility with the new program
instituted. However, your personal
chef will have been alerted about
your hunger at the first sign and
will know which dining hall is
most convenient. Instead of waiting in line for a sandwich to be
made or a burger to be flipped,
your personal chef will have prepared your meal after being alerted about your hunger through the
new app.
Not only will personal chefs
know when and where students are
hungry, they will tailor your meals
according to your exact nutritional
needs. Vegans, vegetarians, people
with allergies or low iron, dislikes,
likes and sweet-tooth cravings will
all be taken into consideration.
This system will allow the most
well rounded and balanced diet
UMaine can offer while also catering to each student’s taste.

Derrick Rossignol

University of Maine Student Entertainment put on a dream festival for its students, featuring a star-studded group of current and legendary musicians, including U2, Metallica, Neil Young, the Black Keys, Justin Timberlake, Lady Gaga, Arcade Fire

Bookstore to buy back books for retail
Textbook carrier has had enough with ripoff scheme, looks to even score
By Dominique Scarlett
Multimedia editor

On Friday, Richard Young,
director of the University
Bookstore, held an afternoon
press conference to announce
a new textbook buyback program that will purchase textbooks back
from students for the
original
purchase
price.
“We’ve been doing a lot of thinking lately about our
previous
textbook
buyback
program
and realized that
it was totally lame,” Young
said, who then gestured with
a double thumbs-down, “So,
on behalf of the University
Bookstore, I would like to officially announce our plan to
actually buy books back from

students for the price they
paid for them.”
The new buyback program will also include books
that were previously excluded
such as books with severe water damage, missing pages,
excessive highlighting and

case basis, depending on the
amount of stock photos featuring models with “mullets”
and “acid wash jeans.”
Young also rebuffed the
notion that the buyback program was a bad idea for the
bookstore, “I’m pretty sure

ter,” Young said, noting that
only “nerds” would do that.
“Selling your used textbooks back to the University
Bookstore is a win-win situation for everyone,” Young
said, who then added, “We’re
also pretty sure this is going to
take care of global
warming.”
“We’ve been doing a lot of thinking lately about our
There was also
a
short
discussion
previous textbook buyback program and realized that
about an idea that
it was totally lame (Thumbs down gesture).”
Young had to imRichard Young plement a punishDirector ment system for
Univeristy bookstore UMaine
professors who require
textbooks costing
pen drawings of both male the students of UMaine are more than 20 dollars.
and female anatomy.
going to love it. College stuThe new program will go
Young went on to regret- dents are pretty much never into effect at UMaine in the
fully inform those in atten- wrong about anything.”
fall 2013 semester.
dance that books printed be“Our students are here to
fore 1990 will be considered learn, not worry about affordfor buyback on a case-by- ing their books every semes-

Parking ticket fees fund giant new garage
By Jesse Scardina
Editor in Chief

The University of Maine
is finally acquiescing to the
dreams of thousands of students, past and present, having approved the construction
of a parking garage: The project will primarily be funded
by the money accumulated
from permit and ticket fees.
“We just thought, it’s
2013; we should give back,”
said Alan Stormann, assistant
director for security, parking
and transportation. “These
students have enough to worry about, let alone finding a
parking space so that they’re

not 20 minutes late to class
— just 10.”
The garage is slated to be
five stories with a 400-vehicle capacity. The location
for the parking garage is at
the current Collins Center for
the Arts parking lot. There
will be a slanted roof on the
top to help with the snow
removal. Anyone wishing to
go all “Batman” on the top
floor and drive around on the
rooftops of the campus, keep
dreaming.
To help pay for the construction, parking services
reached out to UMaine benefactor Dick Collins and shoe
company New Balance,

who has already bought the
naming rights for the New
Balance Student Recreation
Center for some reason.
Groundbreaking for the New
Collins Center for the Arts
Balance Parking Garage is
scheduled for June of 2013.
A finish date is yet to be determined.
“It will take longer than
those Grove buildings took
to go up,” Stormann said.
“That’s for sure.”
Administrators were hesitant to build a New Collins
Center for the Arts Balance
Parking Garage because of
the maintenance needed to
keep it clean and free of graf-

fiti, which irritates administration more than anything
in the world. However, Stormann downplayed those worries, finally admitting that the
parking workers, who ride
around on the Segway-type
scooters, are actually robots
that have been recalibrated to
pick up debris in the parking
garage rather than give out
parking tickets.
The robots declined to
comment.
While researching for this
story, The Maine Campus
scoured the parking service
records to reveal that around
$2.75 million had been collected in parking permits and

tickets, yet only $14 went
into road repaving and rehabilitation.
“You have no idea how
much robots cost,” Stormann
said.
Despite the many flat tires
and bothersome alignment
problems from the plethora
of potholes, the students’ reaction to the parking garage
is one of joy.
“I’m stoked for the parking garage,” fourth-year
communication and journalism student Charlie Merritt
said. “Talk about a sweet
place to throw back a couple
of beers right before class, am
I right?”

Haley Johnston

A rendering of a parking garage on top of the
Collins Center lot.
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Editorial

Why do school
work? It’s f-----beautiful outside

I

t’s that time of year again, when fear surrounding the
end of the semester becomes all the more daunting, and the
sweet respite of a few hours in the suddenly nicer weather
becomes all the more enticing.
In the face of our undeniable weakness and our inevitable failure to perform under pressure, we have to ask ourselves, Is it
really worth it to try to keep moving forward under these conditions?
In a word, no. It isn’t worth it. Forget your goals; forget your selfexpectations. This is real life, and sometimes you have to give up on
the nobler pursuits of “academic growth,” “career preparation” and
“finishing what you started,” and surrender to the sun-loving Hedonism that haunts our every free second as Spring springs forth.
Here are a few ways you might consider spending your leisure
time, in lieu of almost certainly pointless studying:
Rearrange your bedroom. In fact, why stop there? Feng shui your
whole apartment. Paint the bathroom. Paint your dorm hallways.
Sponge-texture them by hand. Stamp a letter “T” repeatedly along the
entire length of the base molding. It’s your calling card.
Alphabetize your shirts by brand name. In a pinch, reorganize them
by care instructions.
Pinch someone.
Sneak up on people.
Scare them and then apologize. Do so profusely and at great length.
Ask them if there’s anything they want to apologize for. Talk about it.
Bare your souls.
Rave about this great little Italian restaurant you just discovered.
Go to a rave.
Order Italian “to go.”
Go to another rave.
Bake some cookies.
Fall asleep during a foreign film.
Get your car washed.
Wash your dog.
If you don’t have a dog, get a dog.
Then wash it.
Get an Instagram.
Ask a stranger what the time is.
Climb a tree.
Try sushi for the first time.
Count the change that’s been collecting in your cup holder.
Answer all unanswered emails in your Inbox.
Answer all unanswered greeting cards from last Christmas.
Read every post on the UMaine Crushes and Missed Connections
Facebook page.
Learn about things you can make in a mug in the microwave.
Do math.
Try to sneeze with your eyes open.
Solve crimes.
Commit crimes.
Witness crimes.
Read several books, then attempt to write one before giving up
because it’s too hard.
Have an identity crisis.
Google image search “baby chameleon.” You’re welcome.
In summation, let your inner escapist be your guide, and try to think
about your looming responsibilities as little as possible.
What will you do with a B.A. in English, anyway?
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Truth about the Stein Song
Our dear “Stein Song” has
been blemished politically,
once and for all.
In a press conference on
Friday, President Paul Ferguson disclosed previously
classified information regarding the mysterious relationship between Rudy Vallee
– attendee of the University of
Maine (Maine State College)
in 1921 – and President Richard Nixon.
UMaine students, staff and
faculty gathered with local
press in the Class of 1944 Hall
to hear Ferguson speak on
the official eradication of the
“Stein Song” as the university’s official song.
Ferguson was hesitant, but
altogether obligated to take
action.
“It’s my great displeasure
to announce the severity of
these claims,” Ferguson said.
“Although it saddens me to
do so, my cabinet and I have
come to the conclusion that a
tarnished image is not something we want to deal with.
I hereby abolish the Maine
‘Stein Song’ from all future
recitation.”
According to research done
by the university’s Office of
Institutional Research, federal authorities raided Vallee’s
North Hollywood residency in
1973 shortly after allegations
that the renowned musician
had aided in the burglary of
the Democratic National Com-

mittee’s headquarters in June
of 1972. Evidence of Vallee’s
participation was released last
month after being classified
for 50 years by the CIA.
Nixon had many counterparts in Hollywood, especially stars who had reached their
peak in earlier years like Ray
Bolger who played Scarecrow
in the 1939 film The Wizard
of Oz.
Rudy Vallee, a prominent

authorities had uncovered
substantial evidence in which
Vallee’s “Stein Song” was directly correlated with the 1972
burgling of the Democratic
National Committee’s (DNC)
headquarters at the Watergate
Complex in Washington, D.C.
General council for Nixon’s
reelection committee, G. Gordon Libby, presented a highly
illegal intelligence plan to
acting chairman Jeb Magruder

No matter your
political views, the
connection between our
beloved fight song and
the Watergate scandal
is discouraging.
Logan Nee
American musician and Nixon
supporter, was quoted in Nixon’s 1968 campaign as saying
Dwight D. Eisenhower’s vice
president was “the most qualified man in [the] country, intellectually and emotionally.”
A 1969 Esquire magazine
included Vallee on the cover
amongst Nixon’s top five supporters.
Ferguson announced that

following a campaign event
on Jan. 2, 1972 in which Vallee was in attendance. According to a diary found in Vallee’s
Hollywood home, his “Stein
Song” was the hit of the night,
leading to the conception of
the Watergate scandal.
“I know there is a way we
can win,” Vallee wrote in his
diary. “All we have to do is
stand, drink a few toasts, and

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
Brownies Brownouts
Larry Bird Magic Johnson
Fireplaces Global warming

follow the light that is moving
and calling us.”
Moreover, Albert Sprague
— Maine State College alumnus and a prominent Republican who had strong allegiance
to the Nixon campaign —
wrote the lyrics to the “Stein
Song” in 1905.
This all culminates to a
strange, unusual spectacle that
puts the University of Maine
in an awkward position.
Deny the claims? The evidence is overwhelming. Keep
the “Stein Song”? Its original
connotation has been lost forever. Abolish it and find another song? I think that’s our
best option going forward.
No matter what your political views are, the connection
between our beloved fight
song and the Watergate scandal is discouraging. The melody of the “Stein Song” has
rang out across Maine rafters
for many years and we must
hold these memories close.
Altogether, it’s politically
irresponsible to attempt to retrieve the song’s old meaning.
It will be tarnished forever.
Students chanted the “Stein
Song” in protest outside the
proceedings on Friday and became furious after John Linnell’s “Maine” was suggested
as an ideal replacement.
It was a sad day at University of Maine, and we will
always remember the Stein
Song for what it once was.

Just to reiterate the disclaimer
from the top of the first page:

All these
stories are
fake.
None of them
are real, nor
are they
going online.
They are
strictly for
amusement.
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Diversions
EXTRA!!

By Drew

Toothpaste for Dinner

http://www.oothpastefordinner.com

Dinosaur Comics

By Ryan North

www.qwantz.com

Comedy Movies

Find and circle all of the comedy movies that are hidden in the grid.
The remaining letters spell an additional comedy movie.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

Down
1- Denoting flesh;
2- Foot lever;
3- Many;
4- Burrowing animals;
5- Uncle Remus
title;
6- Permit;
7- Toothless;
8- Humbly;
9Aquarium
buildup;
10- Meets with;
11- Half of D;
12- Artist studio;
13- A bit reddish;
14- Collection of
weaponry;
21- Verdi heroine;
24- Paris divider;
25- More urgent;
27- Penniless;
28- Components;
30- Martini garnish;

31- Outdoes;
33- Golf hazard;
34- Orator;
35- Stretching;
36- Slopes backward;
37- James of “The
Godfather”;
38- Unintelligent;
39- Lease holders;
40- Appears;
42- Indicates a direction;
45- Elevate;
46- Pertaining to
the palm of the
hand;
48- Timetable, for
short;
49- Pro or con;
51- Hindu title;
53- “Wheel of
Fortune” buy;

This puzzle features foods you would find in a
cafeteria!

1. FGRWI
2. QEFUS
3. ACHONM
4. PAPRKE
5. HTOSUANCE
6. LCNKIRES
7. DGOSA
8. PPALEST
9. SUOLP
10. OTSRIHTCHA
11. BCAOE
12. CESEHE
13. MAETLFOAS
14. CADNS
15. ONHOPE
16. PORCUPNNIEH
17. GDOAT

Zig Zag courtesy of Word-game-world.com

JUNO
KINGPIN
LIFE OF BRIAN
MASH
OFFICE SPACE
PARENTHOOD
PATCH ADAMS
RATATOUILLE
REAL GENIUS
ROXANNE
SPLASH
STIR CRAZY
STRIPES
THE JERK
THE TRAMP
TOMMY BOY
TOOTSIE
WORKING GIRL

32- Solitary;
33Shrivelled,
without moisture;
34- Hit;
37- Emasculate;
41- Pet ___;
42- Trousers;
43- Religious sch.;
44- Suffix with exist;
45- Highways, e.g.;
46- Grape plant;
47- Enzyme ending;
48- Person of exceptional holiness;
49- Echolocation;
50- Skin of a young
goat;
52- Balustrade;
54Himalayan
peak;
55Moderately
slow, musically;
56- Dwells;
57- Noblewoman;

Word
Scramble

Word Search
Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

AIRPLANE
ANALYZE THIS
ANTZ
ARTHUR
BANANAS
BEST IN SHOW
BILLY MADISON
BLUES BROTHERS
BOWFINGER
BULWORTH
CADDYSHACK
DAVE
EMMA
FARGO
GET SMART
HAPPY GILMORE
HOME ALONE
HORSE FEATHERS
ICE AGE

Across
1- Walk unsteadily;
8- Eyelash cosmetic;
15- Like a Humvee
in Baghdad?;
16- Voter;
17Abundantly
supplied;
18- Eternal;
19- Provide food;
20- Grannies;
22- Levi’s rival;
23- Keats creations;
24- Subway turner;
25- Zoologist Fossey;
26- Suffix with
glob;
27- Small and
round, as eyes;
28- Michelangelo
work;
29- Spanish Miss;
31Cylindrical
wooden container;

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

Crossword Puzzle
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UMaine replaces water fountains with beer
Varous department buildings vying for popular brews; probably coolest component of Ferguson’s Blue Sky Project
By Ezra Juskewitch
For The Maine Campus

A long anticipated and
thirst quenching component of
University of Maine President
Paul Ferguson’s Blue Sky Plan
has been approved: By winter
break of the 2013-14 school
year, every other water fountain is slated to be replaced
with an active draft line, for
beer, for the entire university
community.
Until now, this aspect of the
five-year strategic plan had
been kept under wraps, but it
is clearly consistent with the
University’s vision of a happier and more productive student body.
As stated on the university
website, the overarching goal
of the plan has always been
for the “state’s flagship public
university to become one of

the most distinctive universities in the country for student
achievement and community
engagement.”
As the University of Maine
school song would suggest,
beer was decidedly the logical
choice to help achieve these
ends.
“With the University already charging students more
than enough, making free beer
available throughout campus
made sense,” said one official,
who wished to remain anonymous. “This initiative, paired
with a moratorium on all alcohol violations, should allow
students the freedom to continue to make the incredibly
questionable decisions they
already do, but to do so openly
and now without the worry of
any intervention from the administration.”
The plan maintains that

each department will be able
to decide which beer to put
on draft, independent of the
administration. A number of
colleges and departments have
started an all-out bidding war
for brewing companies and

reading James Joyce’s “Ulysses” only makes sense if you’ve
drank several pints of Guinness. In contrast, the School
of Forestry Science claims
that true Americans only drink
original Budweiser, or “bud

“With the University already charging
students more than enough, making free beer
available throughout campus made sense.”
their beers. The college of
Liberal Arts and Sciences, for
example, has called “dibs” on
Pabst Blue Ribbon, citing a
higher percentage of hipsters
among their student demographic.
Several English majors
have chimed in, saying that

heavy.” But in the School of
Agriculture the brews offered
by Peak Organic are slated to
go on tap.
In a surprising move, the
School of Economics has laid
claim to Budweiser Platinum,
stating that they believe they
can make the brew popular

with a coordinated marketing and re-branding strategy.
The School of Physics and
Astronomy is lobbying heavily for Blue Moon, and the
School of Engineering and
Technology has already begun
developing super-cooled draft
lines for Coors. The School
of Marine Sciences has opted
for Shipyard Brewing Company’s beers, but several faculty
members are holding out for
the selection offered by Atlantic Brewing Company, from
Bar Harbor.
Students are advised to
purchase one of the steins
available at the University
Bookstore to use before, during and after classes, but all
are encouraged to use whatever means are convenient
to convey their beer. This is
especially important on cold
days, as beer provides much

needed calories, and hot days,
to quench the parching thirst
brought on by spending endless hours in the stacks of Fogler Library.
Converting water fountains into functioning beer
dispensers poses a few logistical challenges, but facility
management has assured the
administration that the beer
will be kept cold and flowing. In response, enrollment is
expected to double in the next
two years, as students clamber
to submit their applications to
a university where beer does
not have to be hidden while
playing ultimate frisbee on the
mall. This addition to the Blue
Sky Plan goes to show that the
advertising for the flagship
university of the University of
Maine System may yet come
true: You can be in a great
place!

110 longboards break simultaneously UMaine hockey qualifies
By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

In a strange coincidence on
Tuesday, March 26, every longboard on the University of Maine
campus broke at exactly 1:52 p.m.
for no apparent reason.
“I was riding to class [and]
my board just snapped down the
middle,” said first-year chemical
engineering student Joe Fitzpatrick. “Then I saw that the same
thing happened to like five other
people.”
According to estimates based
on various reports, approximately
110 longboards — belonging primarily to first-, second- and sixthyear students — were affected.
Sector 9, the popular skateboard
and longboard manufacturer that
made the majority of the affected

longboards, did not respond to our
request for a comment.
Longboards, a longer variety
of skateboard used for transportation, have become popular among
UMaine students in recent years.
This is especially the case for
younger students,who have a difficult time riding skateboards.
“It’s hard,” first-year nursing
student Megan Hamm said of
longboarding. “I usually look like
I’m stomping on a swarm of ants
when I’m trying to push myself
forward.”
Second-year undecided student Phil “Buckets” Murphy
was riding his Sector 9 Faultline
Complete longboard on Long Rd.
when he became a victim of the
strange phenomenon.
“I was swerving in the middle
of the road, slowing down cars be-

Jess Magoon serves up a sweet cocktail. :)

Ferguson
from B1

will still come to class if they
know they aren’t paying for it.
However, some students say
that when they paid for classes,
they still didn’t go all the time.
“There’s a good chance I
paid for as many classes that I
attended than as I didn’t attend,”
said Jesse Scardina, a fifth-year
communications and journalism
student and author of this fake
story. “All I think is, if you take
away paying to go to class, then
it’s up to the professor to hold
my attention, which we all know
is about as short as I am.”
While the flagship campus is
making national attention with
this extreme change, it doesn’t
seem that the other 600 Maine
colleges and community col-

Go Green
from B1

ecosystems in a rapidly changing global environment.”
It’s only fitting that the goals
of the state’s flagship university
are aligned with the state’s progressive ideas on the legalization of medical marijuana.
UMaine cooperative extension water quality and soil specialist John Jemison is excited
to get his hands dirty with new
uses for UMaine’s greenhouses.
The marijuana grown on

hind me, when my longboard just
broke,” Murphy said. “I fell and
tore a hole in my neon ‘#YOLO’
shirt, so that was a real bummer.”
Victims and onlookers were
unsure what caused this unusual
series of events, though some
have cited faulty wood or rough
pavement as a possible cause.
Strangely, even longboards that
were not being used at the time
were also affected.
“I was in my room, dancing
to [Macklemore and Lewis’ 2012
song] ‘Thrift Shop,’ just being a
quirky girl, and my longboard just
snapped in half,” said Hamm. “It
was just leaning against the wall.”
Other students cite karma as a
potential reason for the spontaneous malfunctions.
“That douche deserves it,” said
43 different students.

Alicia Mullins • The Maine Campus

leges are following suit, leaving
the University of Maine System
fumbling.
“I mean, normally this is certainly a decision that has to be
made with the entire board of
trustees on board,” said James
Page, UMS chancellor. “But
when President Ferguson came
to propose the idea, he instead
pushed play on a boombox,
playing ‘These Eyes’ by The
Guess Who and performed the
most spectacular contemporary
dance this planet has ever seen.
I was sobbing uncontrollably
at the end. He could have convinced me to give him my firstborn [child]. In fact, I did.”
According to Page, the rest
of the trustees — the ones who
hadn’t fainted during the interpretation — showered Ferguson
with roses before agreeing to
waive tuition for the upcoming
year.
campus will act as a primary
caregiver to the Hermon dispensary location, which provides to the Penobscot and Piscatauquis counties.
“It’s an exciting opportunity
to learn,” Jemison said about
the university’s future involvement in medical marijuana.
“Providing to the community
will only further the bond between the two entities. Students
will walk out of school with
jobs and great connections once
we get this plan going.”
For students in the College
of Natural Sciences, Forestry
and Agriculture, the future of
education is looking high.

Facilities
from B1

year, but there’s no way I can
turn this down.”
Bordick mentioned how it
was an easy decision to give
the majority of his life earnings
back to his alma mater.
“I came to UMaine a virgin,
and I left an Oakland Athletic,”

for nationals, UNH DQ’d

The University of Maine
men’s ice hockey team is headed to the national tournament,
following a bizarre disqualification of the University of New
Hampshire hockey team.
UMaine lost to UNH in the
Hockey East Championship
game on Sunday night at the
TD Garden in Boston, Mass.,
by a score of 2-0 which ended
their fairy tale season. After
finishing the regular season 1119-8 and barely squeaking into
the conference tournament as
the No. 8 seed, the Black Bears
got by the University of Massachusetts-Lowell to make it to
the semi-finals.
UNH finished in a threeway tie for third place in the
conference and had no problem
getting into the Hockey East
championship game, where
they met the Black Bears.
However, after the game, officials huddled together. After
a 45 minutes of deliberations,
they decided that UMaine
would be awarded the win and
hold the automatic qualifying
spot for the Hockey East in the
national tournament.
“I knew they were in violation of this rule all year, and finally they are going to get what
they deserve,” said UMaine
head coach Tim Whitehead.
“Yeah, they were definitely
cheating,” said senior forward
Joey Diamond, who was in the
penalty box the entire game.

According to NCAA rules,
players cannot receive any kind
of free benefits, such as money,
housing, cars, etc. But what
UNH did was completely unacceptable.
Before the game, UNH head
coach Dick Umile was in clear
violation of an NCAA rule
which states that, on road trips,
schools must give their players $15 per meal or provide the
food themselves. The school is
allowed to provide bagels, but
Umile stepped over the line
when he provided his players
with cream cheese to spread on
the bagel.
Current rules state that bagels are allowed, but the cream
cheese is a no-no.
Diamond was cross checking UNH senior forward Austin
Block 0:01 into the game when
he noticed something fishy.
“I smelled cheese,” Diamond said. “Upon further inspection, there was some cream
on the inside of his helmet and
on his cheek.”
The cross check forced
Block to cough, and some of
the cheese fell onto the ice.
Whitehead didn’t take any
chances and called for an official to take a sample.
“They have been cheesing
all year, and it’s about time they
paid for it,” Whitehead said.
During the game, multiple
Black Bears reported the smells
and sights of cream cheese on
the Wildcat players.
“When you smell strawberries right before you go in for

a face-off, that isn’t normal,”
said UMaine junior forward
Nick Pryor. “There was some
serious cream cheese violations.”
While the game was being
played, the sample taken from
Block was being investigated
in a lab underneath the TD Garden. Immediately following the
game, Joe Bertagna came on
over the PA system to publicize
the findings.
“After review, it was cream
cheese,” Bertagna said. “Philadelphia sun-dried tomato and
basil cream cheese. Therefore,
UNH forfeits the game due to
rule violations. UNH has never
won anything anyway; why not
keep the streak going.”
Umile gave the speech of a
lifetime after he found out his
team’s fate.
“I’m pissed,” Umile said.
Whitehead was happy his
co-captain Diamond saw the
violation, as now the Black
Bears have a chance at winning
a national title and keeping the
Wildcats from ever winning
anything.
“Diamond is a pretty sharp
guy. He did only play for one
second, but he found something out about those bunch of
losing cheaters that helped us
out,” Whitehead said.
UMaine will continue on in
the national tournament and
will play the University of Wisconsin, home of the cheeseheads. UNH will head back to
Durham to eat more cream
cheese.

Bordick said. “Those were
some of the best years of my
life. I just want to see the athletic program have the luster it
did when I played.”
Tatupu, although he was
only at UMaine for one season
before transferring to the University of Southern California,
gave millions out of his pocket
to the Black Bears’ athletic department rather than the to Trojans.

“I realized after I left and
gained so much fame and notoriety, that I had used UMaine as
too much of a stepping stone,”
Tatupu said. “I felt like it would
put me in a good place, you
know, spiritually, to give back
to the Black Bears.”
Another transfer, Carlisle attended UMaine for his first two
years of college before transferring to the University of Virginia and eventually winning

an NBA championship with the
1986 Boston Celtics.
“I’ve been extremely blessed
to win an NBA championship,
as both a player and a coach,”
Carlisle said. “I feel like the
UMaine basketball program
could use a little help to make
its first March Madness ever.
I want to be that help. Also,
UMaine was the first place
someone confused me for Jim
Carrey, so that was cool.”
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